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ABSTRACT

Modem læge generators are equipped with complicated protection systems to protect them

from being damaged by different abnormal operating conditions and faults. These systems normally

include a large number of different protection functions, The protection firnctions included in a

particular generator protection system are not only determined by the type of generator, but also by

the power sysûem to which it is connected. One such example is the protection system for generators

supplying IIVDC tansmission lines. Besides standard prot€ction functions, three special problems

should be addressed. These are: wide local system operating frequency range, harmonics, and

self--excitation.

As the studies in this thesis shoq solutions can be provided for these problems. However,

it is very difficult to solve them for existing proûection systems, due to the fâct that these systems

are not designed for easy modification and addition ofnew functions. It wili also be very costly to

use additional separate devices to solve these problems. A low cost, Integrated Generator Protection

System (IGPS) can provide a solution to the above problems and is the subject of this thesis.

The IGPS is designed to access all necessary input signals of a generator, to include all

required protection functions and to have sufficient computational power reserved for fi¡ture

changes. It can either be used to replace existing systems having the above problems or for new

installations. The IGPS has obvious economic advantages over existing generator protection

systems. The thesis also analyzes the IGPS reliability and functionality advanrages compared to

non-integrated protection systems. A prototype of an IGPS has been successfully implemented in

this research and has demonstated the feasibility of implementing a practical IGps using

stâte-of-the-art computer technology.
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

l.-1The Problem

Modem protection systems for læge generators have become mo¡e and more complicated

due to the tasks which need to be accomplished. In the past few decades, the capacity ofa single

generator has been increased steadily to achieve high operating efüciency/cost. Compared to the

small and medium capacity generators, large generators ( > 100 MW ) are typically having larger

d-axis and q-axis inductances, smaller overheat capacity, smaller mechanical inertia constant and

relatively higher fault probabilities. All this requires that a læge generator be protected by a more

complicated protection system. The advancement of HVÆHV and TIVDC fansmission

technologies further complicated the protection and monitoring tasks of a generator protection

system [8] [60].

Because ofthe importance ofa læge generator in a system to which it is connected, and the

high repair cost of a large generator if it were damaged, as well as the complexity of the task in

protecting a large generator, there is a continuous effort to evaluate the performance of existing

generator protection sysiems, to study different aspects of a power system which affect the design

and operation of ggnerator protection systems, as well as to search for new and enhanced methods

to improve the existing generator protection systems. As a result of these efforts, changes and./or

modifications to the installed generator protection systems may be required.

The need to modify ttre existing system or add some new functions to the existing system

may arise because of some changes of a power system itself. It could arise when transmission

systems have been changed due to the addition of new lines, installation of series capacitors etc.,

or system operating requirements were changed.

Thus a common problem for an installed generator protection system is that no matter how

much efforts was made in the design of the original system, it is often found that there is a need to

modify the sysæm or add some new fr¡nctions to it. Normally, complete redesign and replacing the
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existing system are not considered because the costinvolved hædly can bejustified, especially when

most protection ftrnctions in the existing system still work properly. Making some modifications to

the existing system and./or adding new protection schemes to the system are the common solutions

when some changes to it are required.

Modifying and/or adding new protection functions to an existing generator protection

system is not an easy task, This is because most of the insølled systems are designed to only have

and perform the protection functions specified in the original design stage. Making any changes to

an existing protection system will involve making changes to the original system design, arranging

scheduled shutdown of the proæction system, rewidng the system and conducting extensive tests

after changes are made to ensure the system works properly.

Making changes to an existing protection system could also be a very costly task, due to the

direct costs in purchasing cables, relays or new protection schemes and the indirect costs of

scheduled shutlown, system rewiring and extensive after-change tests.

If anew protection function is a complex one, it will require a complex scheme to accomplish

the task and the cost of providing it could be high. This in some cases may make the addition of a

new protection function to the existing system not economically justifiable, thus leaving the

generators not properly protected. other problems one may encounter in adding a new protection

fl¡nction a¡e that the cabinet of an existing protection system does not have enough space to put in

the new scheme, and some signals required by the new scheme a¡e not available at the existing

protection system site. All these problems require additional cost to solve.

One possible solution to the above problems is to design a low-+ost yet powerful integrated

digital generator protection syst€m. The system will have all necessary input signals from a

generator ¿rnd can perform all main and optional protection and monitoring functions for a generator.

Besides the implemented protection functions, it also has sufficient computation power reserved for

future modification and addition of new protection functions.

If a large generator is protected by such a system, no hardware redesign and rewiring will

be required when any of the built-in protection functions needs to be modifîed. Only the software
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modification is required. Adding a new protection function to such a system will also be easy, as only

additional softwa¡e for the new protection function needs to be writ¡en and added to the existing

software, Both can result in substantial cost reduction in the modification and new protection

function addition to an installed system.

If the cost of such a system is properly conüolled, it could also make complete replacement

ofan existing system economically justifiable for some cases. Such acase would be where more than

one net protection fr¡nction needs to be added to the existing system and some of the protection

functions are not working properly in the existing system.

L-2 The background

This research originated from the need to provide proper solutions to three special generator

protection problems in the Northem Collector System of Manitoba Hydro.

Manitoba Hydro has long been known as a pioneer in the FIVDC ( High Voltage Direct

Cunent ) Eansmission æchnology. The Kettle and Long Spruce hydro stations at Nelson river

hansmit most of theirpower through two bipolar FIVDC lines from Radisson and Henday converter

ståtions to Dorsey inverter station near Winnipeg. Since 1993, Limestone generating ståtion has

joined Kettle and Long Spruce stations to deliver its power through the s¿rme two bipolar FIVDC

lines to the main Manitoba AC system. The sysûem with the above three generating stâtions is called

the Northem Collector System.

For generators in a generating station connected to the II\¡DC fransmission lines, tfuee

special proæction and monitoring problems have been identified. These problems are "wide system

operating frequency", "harmonics monitoring" and "self-+xcitation due to load rejections,'.

The frst special problem is caused by the fast load change due either to fast regulations of

the DC load flow or to load rejections, and the slow response of generator mechariical input power.

It is well krown that the load flow in an FIVDC Eansmission line can be regulated very fast ( in

milliseconds ). This has been widely used to increase the main AC system,s stability, damp
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sub-synchronous oscillations and maintain main system operating frequency in a specified range.

Also, faults on the DC line or failure of fhing control ci¡cuit eæ. could cause rectifiers to be blocked

resulting in load rejections. However, the generator mechanical input power can not b€ changed

instantly. This causes the sysæm frequency in such a generating station to fluctuate widely. In the

Northern Collector System of Manitoba Hydro, the system frequency fluctuation Íange was

identified as from 45 Hz to 90 Hz, with 60 Hz as its nominal sysæm operating frequency. This is

quite different from a normal AC system, where the frequency is always kept close to its nominal

value ( 60 Hz in North America ).

The second problem is the need to monitor harmonics levels in the generâtor stator curents

and voltages. The rectifier bridge of an ÉIVDC transmission line is well known as a current

harmonics generator. The harmonics normally are suppressed to acceptable levels by the filters

installed at the rectifier AC busbar, But imperfect system conditions, system operating frequency

fluctuation and system impedance offdesigned value could cause the harmonics levels to increase.

The high level harmonics will induce exfra heat in generator rotor and stator, as well as high

frequency vibrations and noise, thus it is necessary to continuously monitor the harmonics levels

for generators operating in such a generating station.

Self-excitations and the consequent sevgre overvoltages, resulting from load rejections of

FIVDC lines is another major problem for generators operating in such a generating station.

Seif-excitation is a special problem for generators carrying dominantly capacitive load. A generator

becomes self-+xcited when Xç < X6 for d-axis and Xç < \ for q-axis tó51 t69l [71], where Xc

is the chæging impedance seen at tlte generator terminal. When a self-+xcitation condition occurst

the system voltage will keep increasing limited only by the ransformer saturation.

Because of the nature of AC-DC conversion, the rectifiers of an HVDC transmission line

consume inductive VARs equivalenl ß q - 50Eo of active power converted. The rectification of

AC power also generaües high magnitude harmonic components. The AC filte¡s æe inst¿lled at the

rectifier busbæ both to suppress the harmonics and to supply part or all ofthe reactive power required

for the AC-DC conversion. When there is a full load rejection, generators will be left cor¡:ected

only to thefilters. The large capacitive load ofthe AC filters, previously consumed by the rectifiers,
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will have to flow into the generato¡s. This exposes the generators to the danger of self-+xcitation

and the consequent syst€m overvoltage. The generator field cunent will be reduced to a very low

level close to zero or may attempt to go negative when a generator is close to or enters a

self-+xcitation condition.

If negative cunent is not allowed to flow in generator exciters, which is the case for

generators in the Nofhem Collector System, a self--excitation immediately afær a load rejection

could cause an immediate system overvoltage and induce very high reverse voltage across the

exciter bridge. The high excite¡ reverse voltage is caused by the field cunent attempting to go

negative, which is the combined effect of after-load-rejection low field current and superimposed

osciliating components. The oscillating field current components are induced by the oscillations

between filter capacitances and generator inductance. These oscillations æe initiated by the load

rejections.

Generator tripping afær a load rejection exposes remaining generators in the system to even

more danger of self-excitations. The remaining generators have to pick up more capacitive load left

by the tripped machi¡es and another burst of oscillations is initiaæd. Severe damage may result if
thereverse overvoltage across an exciter bridge becomes toohigh [61].ln one incident on September

30, 1978 [61] atthe Northern Collector System, the self-excitation after a full load rejection caused

severe damage to the exciter of one generator at Kettle station.

These special protection problems, especially the self-+xcitation problem, at the Northem

Collector System have long been known and studied. As the result of the self-excit¿tion problem

studies, a self-excitation protection system has been proposed I59l t601. The proposed

self-+xcitation proæction is provided by (1) specifying different generator and filær combinations

fo¡ different active and reactive load requirements, and (2) insølling a "low field cunent +

overvoltage relay" self-excitation protection sysæm. Field tests wete conducted at the Northem

Collector System to investigate the feasibility and reliability of using field current level to detect

self-+xcitation conditions after load rejection [60]. The proposed system is intended to remove strict
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operating restrictions currently employed in the Northem Collector System to prevent

self--excitation from occurring.

But to solve these problems separately has been shown to be too costly, Estimated cost of

adding just "low field current + overvoltage relay" self-+xcitation protection sysûem to all

generators ai Kenle and Long Spruce stations will be $200,000 in 1985 dolla¡ value [59]. Adding

harmonics monitoring schemes costs even more, as a 1987 survey [35] shows that the market price

for commercially available harmonic measurement equipments is ranging from $8,000 to $33,000,

and there are in total 22 generutors in Kettle and Long Spruce generating stations.

It was decided to develop an inte$ated generator protection system for generators in the

No¡them Collector System. The system should provide adequate solutions to the above special

protection problems with all st¿ndard generator protection fi.¡nctions, The cost of the sysúem should

b€ properly confolled so that it can be considered as areplacement option for the existing protection

system. The project is named as the Integrated Generator Protection System ( IGPS ) project.

1-3 Goals of this research

This resea¡ch has two major tasks. One is to study special protection problems related to

generators connected to DC lines. Another task is to build a prototype of an integrated generator

protection system,

The goal of the first task is to investigate proper solutions to special protection problems

related to generators connected to DC lines. Though some aspects of these special generator

protection problems have been studied previously, many other aspects of these problems have not

been thoroughly studied. This reseaxch frrrther investigates these problems with the focus of

providing a proper solution to each of them. The investigation involves studying these problems,

comparing different available techniques, and selecting practical algorithms or developing new

algorithms when the¡e is no suitable one available.

The goal of another task is to verify the feasibility of building an inexpensive integrated

generator protection system using state--of-the-art computet technology. Although computer
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technologies have advanced significantly in the past decade, whether the state-of-the-art

æchnology is powerful enough to implement a low--cost yet powerful inægrated generator

protection sysæm still remains as a question. The question can only be answered by building a

prototype of such a system using the state-of-the-art technology. The initial goal is to build a

prototype of an inægrated generator protection system, which could provide adequate protections

for the generators connected to the FIVDC lines, and is also economically acceptable for replacing

existing protection systems in the Northem Collector System of Manitoba Hydro.

The second goal also affects the considerations in selecting and developing proper solutions

for the special protection problems in the first task of this reseæch, i.e. the selected solutions should

have little difficulty in being integrated into an integrated generator protection system.

14 The scope of the Thesis

The Thesis consists of two major parts corresponding to the two goals of this research. The

first part is from chapter 2 to chapter 6 focusing on the generator protections including the study of

special protection problems, and the second part includes chapter 7 to chapter 9 dealing with

different issues of an inte$ated generator protection system. chapter 10 presents the main

achievements and conclusions ofthis research work, as well as some considerations and suggestions

for the ft¡ture development of a practical integrated generator protection sysüem.

I¡ the first part, Chapter 2 mainly describes the normal main and optional generator

protection and monitoring functions. Chapters 3 to 6 analyze the three special proûection problems

and their solutions for generators connectÉd to the FIVDC lines. ln the second part, Chapter T deals

with the general aspects of an iniegrated protection system. Chapters 8 and 9 are concentrated on

the considerations and actual ha¡dware and softwa¡e implementations of the fhst prototype of an

inægrated generator protection system, as well æ the results obtained from the prototype regarding

the feasibilities of building a practical inte$ated generator protection system. The contents ofthese

chapters are briefly described as follows:

(1) Chapter 1: This chapter.
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(2) Chapter 2: The basic structures of large generators and the common abnormal conditions and

fault types ofa large generator are presented in the beginning of this chapter. This is followed

by the brief description of main and optional generator protection and monitoring functions.

Then, the algorithms and criteria used by seven main protection and monitoring functions

implemenæd in the fhst prototype of IGPS are presented in the last section of this chapter.

(3) Chapter 3: The sou¡ces of harmonics when a generating station is corulected to DC lines and

the adverse effects of harmonics on the generators are discussed at the beginning of this

chapter. Different harmonic measurement techniques are presentred and compared. The

importance of synchronizing sampling frequency with the system frequency for fast and

accurate harmonic measurement using an FFT algorithm in a digital system is also analyzed.

The last section presents an efficient implementation lechnique for the FFT algorithm used

by the first prototype of IGPS which reduces the computation time of a normal FFT by 15

- 30Va.

(4) Chapter 4: As operating frequency in a generating station connected to DC lines fluctuates

in a wide range ( 45 to 90 Hz ) when load flow in the DC lines is fast regulaæd, frequency

tracking is necessary for most of the digital systems so that they operate correctly. Different

frequency tracking algorithms are discussed and compared. A fæt and stable frequency

tacking algorithm is developed in this research and implemented in the frst prototype of

IGPS. It ensures that the system can work properly when the system operating frequency

changes in 45 - 90 Hz runge, The power series expansion lechnique is used to implement

the algorithm. The enors caused by utilizing this implementation technique a¡e also

analyzed.

(5) Chapter 5: This chapter analyzes the self-excitation problems in a generating station

connected to DC lines from different aspects. The criteria used to determine self--excitations

and a model system used for self-excitation simulations are described frst. The

classification between irnmediate and non-immediate self-cxcitations is infoduced. This



is followed by the discussion of some consequences and possible problems which might be

caused by the self--excitations, The generator operating constraints, which are determined

by the self-æxcitation considerations, are derived and presented.

(6) Chapær 6: This chapær focuses on the self-+xcitation protection for generators in a

generating station connected to DC lines, Different control measures æe discussed. It

analyzes some application problems of a commonly suggested "low field cunent +

oven/olr4ge relay" self-+xcitation proæction system, and proposes a predictive

self-excitation protection system bæed on the analysis results ofChapter 5. The last section

discusses the integration of this predictive self-+xcitation protection system into the IGPS.

(7) Chapter 7: There are some common issues related to integrated protection systems in general,

such as the economical and reliability comparisons between an integrated protection system

and a non-integrated protection system, the other advantages of an integrated protection

system and basic requirements for an integrated prot¡ction system. These issues are

analyzed, discussed and presenûed in this chapter.

(8) Chapter 8: This chapter briefly describes considerations of selecting hardwares for an

inte$ated generator protection system, and outlines the structure of the originat AMpS

ha¡dware which is used by the frst prototype of IGPS. During the process of development,

some modifications to the original AMPS hardwæe have been made to further enhance its

capability. These modifications are briefly described in this chapær. The adequacy of this

hædwa¡e platform, and the considerations in selecting a futu¡e hædware platform for a

practical integrated generator protÊction system a¡e discussed in this chapter based on the

implementation experience of the fi¡st prototype of IGPS and the development trend of

computer technologies.

(9) Chapter 9: This chapter discusses the considerations and basic requirement of software

structure for an integrated proæction system. The software for the IGPS project consists of

several programs, main preprocessing and protection program, man-machine interface
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program, and faultrecords analysis and display program, ln ttris chapte¡ the overall software

structure for the flrst prototype of IGPS and the relationship among these programs are

outlined first. Then, the structure, function and some implementation details of these

programs are presented. Major algorithms and optimization methods used in these programs

a¡e also included in this chapær.

(i0) Chapter 10: Achievements and conclusions are presented at the beginning of this chapter.

This is followed by the considerations and suggestions for the future development of a

practical integraled generator protection sysûem.
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2-1 Introduction

The complexity of a generator protection syslem is determined by the importance of the

protected generator in a power system to which it is connected, and the repair cost of the generator

if it were damaged. using fi:ses might be enough to protect a small generator, but for a large

generator ( > 100 MW ), a more sophisticated protection system is required to prevent and limit the

possible damage to it, because of the higher capital cost for a single machine, and the higher direct

repair cost and indi¡ect out-of-service cost if it were damaged. The repair cost for replacing one

stator winding of a 100 MlV hydro generator is well over $100,000,

Normally a protection system for a large generator consists of many different types of main

and optional protection md monitoring functions, designed to protect different types of faults and

monitor different abnormal conditions. The common practice is to divide these protection and

monitoring functions into two groups or sub-systems. The two groups use separate power supplies,

and are operated independently. Such arrangement is to ensure that the generator will not lose all

protections when one of the groups is undergoing routine maintenance check or repair.

Not every generator is equipped with all main and optional protection and monitoring

functions. The number of prolection and monitoring functions needed for a generator is determined

by the type of the generator and the system to which it is connected.

In the following sections, fust the basic structure of generators and their main abnormal

conditions and fault types will be described. The normal main and optional generator protection and

monitoring functions will be listed thereafter, Then the seven main protection and monitoring

functions implemented in the first prototype of IGPS will be presented in detail in the last section.

?-2 Basic generator structures

Generators can be categorized into different types. There are AC and DC generators. For AC
generators, they could be operatred synchronously or asynchronously. As three phase synchronous

ll
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AC generators are the dominant t)?e of large generators, the basic generator structure discussed

below is focused on this type of generators only.

Three phase synchronous AC generators could be furthe¡ divided into different sub-types,

such as Hydro generatoÍs, Ttrrbine generato¡s and Combustion generators. They could be further

divided into sub-sub-types according to their capacity, cooling method, actual stucture etc.. But

as long as they are three phase synchronous AC generators, they all have the same basic structure.

Basically, a three phase synchronous AC generator consists ofa ståto¡ and a rotor. The stator

holds three phase windings and the rotor has one field winding. The rotor rotåtes at a designed speed

driven by a prime mover, and at the same time a direct current flows in the field winding. This

produces a rotåting magnetic field in the generator. The rotating magnetic field then induces

alternating cunents in the thee phase stator windings. The generated AC power in three phase stator

windings is then the ouput to the system. The basic structure of a generator is shown in Fig. 2.2.1 .

Three phase stator windings

I 1ø

phase A
tu*

ttL----_J
r ohase B
¡nb ^

In"

,/,,

.ffi
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î
\

vn

Grounding Eansformer
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1u*

Fíg.2.2.1 Basic stucture of the1enerators

Both stator and rotor are constucted by the special metal laminations to provide paths for

field flux and reduce eddy cunent losses, These metal laminations are insulated from each other.

They are also insulated from stator and rotor windings. The th¡ee phase stator windings are also

insulated from each other. To keep a generator operating property, the insulations between generator

t2
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three phase stator windings, stator phase windings to stator metål laminations, and ¡otor winding tc

rotor metal laminations must be intact.

2-3 Generator faults and abnormal conditions

Generators æe wl¡erable to damage due to different causes. The typical problem is due to

the break down of generator insulations, which could be caused by the overheat, vibration, aging

of insulation and extended abnormal conditions resulting from extemal faults, overload conditions,

failure ofcooling system and other abnormal conditions. To prevent an extended abnormal condition

from damaging the generator, a generator should be continuously monitored to make sure it is
operating within its limits. When a fault occurs, it should be cleared immediately. Otherwise, the

fault will develop to further cause the melt down of stato¡ and/or rotor windings and metål

laminations. For any generator, to repair the melted windings and/or metal laminations is much more

difficult and costly than to repair several small insulation breakdown spots. Reliable and fast

response protections are necessary for preventing the development of such a fault.

In the following, the common abnormal conditions and inærnal fault types of a generator,

which require dedicated monitoring and proûections, are briefly described:

(1) Phase to phase faults: caused by insulation failure between stator phase windings. If not

cleared, will further damage the windings and metal laminations,

(2) Phase to ground faults: caused by insulation failure between stâtor windings and metal

laminations. If not cleared, will further damage the windings and metål laminations.

(3) Current unbalance: caused by uneven load or asymmetric external faults. The unbalanced

three phase cunent contains a negative sequence component which will induce second

harmonic current in the field winding and the rotor iron body. The heat generated by the

second harmonic current causes the rotor temperature to increæe. It may damage the field

windings and rotor metal laminations if the ûemperature is too high.

(4) Loss-of-excitation: causedby excitation circuit failure due to various causes. The generâtor

which has lost its excitation draws a large amount of reactive power from the system and may

fall into the asynchronous operating state. This could cause voltage collapse if the system
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that it is connected to does not have enough reactive power capability. It may also cause

damage to the generator itself due to its asynchronous operation.

(5) Motoríng condifion: caused by loss of prime mover. The generator will consume active power

instead of delivering it. Such an operating stâte is not allowed for a generator.

(6) Over current could be caused by over-load conditions or extemal faults. Extended

over-cunent will increase the temperature of the generator and cause damage to it.

(7) Over voltage: caused by load rejections, excessive capacitive load or other disturbances. It

causes the increase of leakage flux in a generator and the consequent overheat problem

which may damage the generator. Too high overvoltage could damage the insulation of a

generator instantly,

(8) Interturnfaulrs: caused by the insulation failure between turns in a winding. The short circuit

current circulating in the shorted tums may be higher than the fault current of a three phase

fault at the generator terminals, thus may cause severe damage to the generators.

(9) Step-up transformer over-excítation: caused by various misoperations during generator's

start-up and shut-down, such as applying too high field current when a generator has not

reached its rated speed etc. Over-excit¿tion causes the leakage flux to increase and the

consequent overheat problem. Extended over--excit¿tion of a transformer could cause severe

damage to it.

(10) Pole slip: After a large disturbance, generators, especially the large generators, may slip

poles with the main system, It could damage boilers and subject the generators to equivalent

fault current of a three phase fault close to the busbar.

(11) Stator and rotor windings overload: Though generators' stator and ¡oto¡ windings are

designed to sustain certain level overload condition for specified times, extended ove¡load

conditions will subject generators to high tÊmperatures and cause damage to the generators.

Besides these coÍtmon fault types and abnormal conditions, some other special protection

and monitoring problems may arise when generators are connected to main power systems. The

types of the problems are deærmined by the system they are connected to.

l4
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When a generator is connected to a tIV or EFIV AC fansmission system, it may have other

protection problems, such as "inadvertent energizing of off-line generators ", ,,improper

synchronizing", "tÍansient instability", "dynamic instability ", "unbalanced currents ", ,,abnormal

voltages" and "shaft torques ". These problems and suggested protections for them a¡e summarized

in apaper [8]. Theseproblems will not be further discussed in this thesis as they are beyond the scopo

of this study, Interested readers are advised to reference corresponding literatures.

When a generator is connected to an FIVDC Eansmission system, thre€ special problems,

as having been mentioned in Chapter 1, must be considered. These problems will be analyzed and

the solutions will be presenæd in the Chapters 3, 4,5 and 6.

?,4Main and optional generator protection and monitoring functions

ln this section, common main and optional generator protection and monitoring fi¡nctions

for large generators are listed and briefly described. An example is given to sho\,v how these

protection functions are divided into two groups. More detailed description of some of these

protection functions, which have been implemented in the first prototype of IGPS, will be presented

in the next section. The detailed description for other protection functions can be found in other

literatures listed in the references.

( 1 ) Generator differential: Main protection. It protects stator windings, intemal faults.

( 2 ) Unit differential: Main protection. It protects inæmal faults of a generator and its step-up

tansformer connected in a unit connection.

( 3 ) Stator ground protection: Main protection. It protects stator windings' ground faults.

( 4 ) hstantaneous overvoltage protection: Main protection. kotecting generators from being

damaged by exnemely high overvoltages.

( 5 ) Inverse-time overvoltage protection: Main protection. hoæcting generator from being

damaged by extended low level overvoltages.

( 6 ) Instantaneous overcurrentprotection: Main protection. Protecting generator stator windings

from being damaged by extemely high overcurrent.

( 7 ) Inverse-time overcurent protection: Main protection. Proæcting generator from being

damaged by exænded low level overcurrent.

15
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( 8 ) Loss-of-æxcitation protection: Main proiection. Used to prevent system undervoltage and

the generator pole-slipping caused by its loss--of--excitation.

( 9 ) Rotor ground fault protection: Main protection. Protecting generator rotor from being

damaged by rotor winding ground fault.

( 10 ) Cunent unbalance protection: Main protection. Use both definiæ time delay and inverse

time delay.

( 11 ) Motoring condition detection: Main monitoring function. Used to monitor generator po\ryer

direction and prevent generators entering motoring condition due to prime mover failure.

( 12 ) Overload prot€ction: Main protection. Protecting generators from being damaged by

overheat caused by extended overload condition.

( 13 ) Rotor overload protection: Main protection. Protecting generator rotor from being

damaged by overheat caused by extended overload condition.

( 14 ) Pole slip protection: Main protection. Used to protect slip-pole generators from being

damaged by intermittent overcurrent and pulsating shaft torque.

( 15 ) Minimum impedance protection: Main protection. Used as main backup protection for
generator internal faults.

( 16 ) Intertum fault protection: optional, only necessary when several bars of same phase are

in same slot or part of them a¡e crossed.

( 17 ) Over--excitation ( U/f ) protection: Optional. Use both defi¡rite time delay and inverse time

delay, Prevent step-up transformers from being damaged by over--excitation.

( 18 ) Over-/under-frequency protection: Optional. Necessary only for pumped ståtions.

( 19 ) Overcunent/undervoltage protection: Optional. Necessary when thyristor type excit¿tion

circuit using generator terminal voltages.

( 20 ) Voltage unbalance protection: Optional. Used where voltage balance is important.

( 21 ) Dead machine protection: Optional. It detects simultaneously occurred overcunent and

undervoltage phenomenon.

( 22 ) Restricted ground fault protection: optional, only necessary under special conditions.

16
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The following table is an example showing how these protection functions can be divided

into two groups.

Table 2.4.1 Example of generator protection functions divided into two groups

Tlpe of fault Protection fr¡nction ANSI No, System

Generator stator A B

Short circuits Generator differential 87G x
Overall differential 877 X

Minimum impedance 21 X

Overcunent/undervoltage 51127 x
Overcurrent 51 X

Asymmetry Cunent unbalance 46 x
Stator overload Thermal overcurrent 49 x

Stator ground fault 907o stator ground fault 59 X

1007o stator ground fault 64 x
Loss-of-excitation Minimum impedance

/ undervoltage
û X

Pole slip Out-of-step 78t21 X
Motoring condition Reverse power 32 X

Iriterturn fault Overvoltage or overcurrent 59 X

Lower voltage Undervoltage 27 X

Increased magnetization Overexcitation 24 X

Higher voltage Overvoltage 59 x
Generator rotor

Rotor overload Thermal overcurrent 49 X
Rotor ground fault Overvoltage 64R x

Stepup transformer

Short circuits Tf ansformer differential 877 X

Overcurrent 50/51 x
Ground fault Ground fault overcunent 51N X

Restricted ground fault 87N x
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2-5 Main protection and monitoring functions implemented in IGPS

ln the fhst prototype of IGPS, seven main protection and monitoring functions have been

implemented. These ft¡nctions are essential for protecting hyd¡o generators. Thus implementing

these functions are vital for realizing one of the primary goal of this research, i.e., to provide a

low-cost replacement option for hydro generators operating at Northem Collector System of

Manitoba Hydro.

The following subsections will give detailed criteria and algorithm descriptions for these

seven functions, which have been successfully implemenüed in the fîrst prototype of IGPS.

All these proæction and monitoring functions only use 1 1 input signals shown in Fig. 2.2.1 .

These 11 input signals a¡e th¡ee phase terminal voltages V¡¿, V¡6 and V6, three phase terminal

cunents Itå, Itb and I¡", three phæe neutÍal cunents Inu, In6 and In., neuual voltage Vn and field cunent

I¡. These signals are also used by three special protection and monitoring functions for generators

connected to DC lines, as will be shown in the later chapters.

2-5-1 Generator differential protection

This function is used to prot€ct generators from being damaged by phase-to-phase faults.

There are two types of Generator Differential Protection algorithms implemented: one of them uses

the magnitude of the sum of ûerminal current vector and neutral curent vector as the restraining

signal; another one uses the scalæ-product of terminal current vecto¡ and neutal cunent vector as

the resnaining signal which makes it more sensitive than the former one [2]. To distinguish these

two different protections, they will be called as type I and type tr pe¡ss¡tege differential protection

respectively.

(1) The criterion of type I percentage differential protection is:

t i4 - iú t, x, Ú..|fu (ë -a, b, c) (2-s-1-1)

i4 : terminal phase cunent vector

inp : neufral phase current vector
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r' - + ( i" + o2 'u * o i")

where a - 7 Z 120', and the magnitude of it is

Iz=lizl
When 12 is greater than the tlreshold value I2.r¡r, a trip signal will

delay "t" determined by

Chapter_2

where K1 is the differential percentage set point for type I percentage differential protection.

(2) The criterion of type II percentage differential protection is:

liþ -î4 I > K'r x( I¡q.,x14.r + I¡4.ixlt4.i ) (2-5-l-Z)

f! : terminal nhase current vector

ir¿ : neutral phase current vector

Iql , Irr4., , 14; , 14.¡ : realandimaginary partof ip urd i,4

where K'¡ is the differential percentâge set point for type II percentage differential protection.

The Generator Differential hotection operates instântâneously whenever the criterion is

met. They are evaluaæd for each phase. Any one of the three phæe operating will trip the generator

off the system,

2,-5-2 Current-unbalance protection

The current-unbalance protection simply measures the magnitude of the negative sequence

component of the stator current because that is the cause of tÊmperature increæe. According to

symmetrical-components theory, the negative sequence component ofa three phase system is equal

to

Ktt - ---------3-

l *l'

(2-s-2-1)

(2-s-2¿)

be sent out after a time

(2-5-2-3 )

where Ino^ is the rated phase cunent and K2 is the time facto¡ for the current unbalance protection.

l9
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2-5-3 Loss+f+xcitation protection

The commonly used loss-of--excitation proæction consists of a two-zone offset mho type

impedance relay with the cha¡acteristics as shown in Fig. 2.5.3.1. In some applications,

undervoltage relays are used with these impedance relays, so that the generator is tripped only when

its continued operation will cause syslem voløge collapse. kr the Fig, 2.5.3.1, the outer circle is the

steady-state boundary, and the inner ci¡cle is the asynchronous boundary. The impedance is

measured from phase-to-phase voltage and cunent, i.e.

; Vo-Vø Vdø

Io- Iø lab (2-s-3-1)

When the impedance locus enters the operating zone and stays there longer than a preset time, a trip

signal will be sentout.In most applications, the trip signal is sent out after generator terminal voltage

drops below a certain level to avoid unnecessary trips when system has sufficient reactive power

support.

locus during loss--of-field

Fig.2.5.3.1 þpical characteristics of a loss-of-field protection

2-54 Motoring condition detection

lVhen a generator falls into motoring condition, it will absorb active power from the system

instead of supplying energy to it, This can be easily detected by determining the sign ofactive power

at the gensrator ouçut terminal. The active power can be obtained from three-phase voltages and

currents vectors by
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(2-s-4-1)

lf the measured power P is less than a certain pteset negative power level Puv, i.e.

P<P¡n<0 (2-s-4-2)

a signal wili be generated after a certain time delay to wam the operator or trip the generator.

2-5-5 Over-voltage protection

The over-voltage protection in IGPS is implemented by measuring the positive sequence

voltage at the generator output. The positive sequence voltage can be obtained from the three-phase

voltage using the equation below:

/-P=Reli.f"+i6f6+
\

r"¿ 
)

( 2-s-5-1 )

(2-5-s-2 )

V1.r"¡ for a time longer than

where V1..r¡ is the rated phase voltage and K3

-1V, - i ( i" * a i6 + o, i")
where a : I Z l20o, and the magnitude V1 is

vt:ti. I

A tripping signal will be sent out whenever the Vt >

K3

IEI-' (2-s-s-3 )

is the time factor for over-voltage protection.

?.-54 Yoltage-restrained overuurrent protection

This is a st¿ndard generator over-tunent protection. It functions as the backup protection

fo¡ the extemal faults. The voltage restaint is used to distinguish the over-current condition caused

by normal over-load condition and extemal faults. The function is of the inverse-time delay

characteristic as its tripping time is determined by the following equation

(2-s-6-1)
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where vq.nom is the rated phase voltage, Ir"¡ is the pick-up cunent and Ka is the time factor for the

over-current protÊction.

The above criterion will be processed three times in every calculation cycle, once for each

phase, The relay starts to inûegrate "t" whenever

IQ x V\.non

Vç X I5¿¡

and the Vq will be set to Vq.nrirl when

> 1 e-s-6-z)

Vq < Vq.min to prevent overflow during calculation.

L5-7 1007o Ground fault protection

Tivo different algorithms were used to form a 1007o stator ground fault protection. The first

one is the definite-time-delay over-voltage algorithm which measures the neutral voltage. A

tripping signal will be sent out when

Vn>KsXV6.non (2-s-7-t )

where vn is the neutral point voltage, v4.no,n is the rated phase voltage and K5 is the percentåge

factor. This is the main protection which could provide at least more th an85Vo coverage of the stator

windings from the ouþut end.

The second one utilizes the thi¡d harmonic components in the three-phase stator voltage and

the neutal voltage to protect the remaining part of the windings. For protecting m7o remaining part

neæ the neutral point, an inequality below should be assessed

!ñ_ < ,n

Eã,, = lõõ

where Vn3 is the third harmonic component in the neutral voltage and Vpr

harmonic components in the three-phase terminal voltages.

(2-s-7-2)

is the sum of the third
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CHAPTER 3

HARMONICS MONITORING AND MEASUREMENT

3-1 Introduction

AC-DC conve¡sion generates substantial harmonic components in three phase AC cunents.

A generator operating in a generating station connected to DC lines would experience high level of

harmonics if no fìlærs are installed. Under ideal conditions, these harmonic components are

suppressed to acceptable levels by the cæefully designed and installed filters on the rectifier AC

busbar' But many non-perfect conditions of a system could cause the harmonics level to increase.

As harmonics have many adverse effects to the generato$, itis necessary to monitorharmonic levels

continuously for generators connecûed to DC lines.

On the other hand, some harmonic components contained in the generator cunents and

voltages are of interest to relây engineers, as they can be used for certain relaying purposes. Several

protection algorithms utilizing harmonic components have been successfully used by some

protection systems, such as the third harmonic component being used by the generator stator ground

fault protection. Extracting these harmonic components accurately will be very important for the

conect operation of these proæction systems.

There are many different harmonic measurement techniques that have been developed. They

are of different complexities and suitabilities for different application a¡eas. I¡ selecting a proper

harmonic measurement technique for IGPS, one important consideration is that it should be simple,

easy to implement and be able to exEact the requ¡ed harmonics accurately in real-time ( within a

couple of milliseconds ).

The harmonic measurement algorithm used in IGPS is the Fast Fourier Transform ( FFT )
algorithm with synchronized sampling. In the following sections, the enors and unst¿ble results in

harmonic measurement using the FFT algorithm which are caused by asynchronized sampling will
be analyzed. An optimization technique is presented in this chapter which was used to implement

the FFT algorithm in the first prototype ofIGPS. Application of this rechnique results in l57o ( 16

point FFT ) or 307o ( 32 point FFT ) compurarion time ¡educrion.
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3-2 Harmonics in a generating station connected to DC tines

The main source of harmonics in a generati¡g station connected to DC lines is from the

rectifier bridges of an I:[VDC transmission line. The rectifier bridges of an HVDC transmission line

are well known as harmonic current sources, The generation of harmonic cunent components is a

characteristic of AC-DC rectification, thus cannot be avoided. Normally these harmonics are

suppressed to acceptable levels by the installed filters on the ¡ectifier AC busbar. But many

non-perfect conditions and abnormalities could causeharmonic levels to increase, As will be shown

later, since harmonics have many negative effects on generators as well as contol and protection

systems, it is necessary to monitor harmonic levels in a generating station connected to DC lines.

The cha¡acleristic harmonic components contained in the AC line currents, as having been

analyzed and shown in the literarure l78l Ugl 1241, arc 6n t 1 for a three phase Gpulse rectifier

bridge and 12nt I fo¡ a three phasel2-pulse rectifier bridge. where n - l,2,,.. are integer numbers.

The magnitudes of these cha¡acteristic harmonics decrease as the n increases. When a three phase

system is symmetric and the firing angles ofrectifier valves are equidistant and phase-locked, there

will be no other non-characteristic harmonics generated by the three phase AC-DC rectification,

It is a common practice to install AC filters to suppress these harmonic components

contâined in the AC line culrents. ln a 6-pulse or a l2-pulse bridge rectifier station, typically the

5th,7th, llth, i3th and high-pass filters a¡e installed. The high-pass filter is used to suppress all

high frequency characæristic harmonics with the frequency higher than 13th harmonic. The 5th and

7th harmonic filters in a l2-pulse bridge rectifier station is necessa¡y because a 12-pulse bridge is

actually formed by two 6-pulse bridges. When one bridge is out--of-service, high level 5th and 7th

harmonics will be present in the system.

But when a three phase system is not symmetic, or the firing angles of rectifier valves are

not equidistant and phase-locked, the AC-DC rectification will not only generate cha¡acteristic

harmonics but also non-+hæacteristic harmonics. Because these non-cha¡acteristic harmonics

usually have lower magnitude than that of characteristic harmonics, no filters are designed to

suppress them.
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Some factors could cause both characteristic and non-+haracteristic harmonics level to

increase in a generating station connected to DC lines, in which characæristic harmonic and

high-pass AC filters have aiready been inst¿lled.

One factor is the system frequency fluctuation in such a generating station. As will be

discussed in the chapær 4, the sysæm frequency ofsuch a generating station fluctuates widely ( 45

to 90 Hz ) when the load flow in a DC line is adjusted very quickly or load rejection was occurred.

An out-of-tune problem arises as all characteristic harmonic filters ( 5th, 7th, 1lth and 13th ) are

tuned to best suppress these harmonics at the nominal system operating frequency ( - 60 Hz ). When

the system frequency drifts, the harmonics frequencies drift as well. The out-of-tune problem arises

because the center frequency ofa filter is fixed. For example, a 5th harmonic filter is tuned to best

suppress the 300 Hz harmonic component. It will leak some 5th harmonic when the system

frequency drops to 50 Hz which results in the 5th harmonic becoming 250 Hz.

Another factor is the system impedance change. All characteristic harmonic filters are

designed to best suppress tårgeted hamonic components at a specified system impedance. When

the actual system impedance changes, the harmonics level will be higher than that at the designed

system impedance. unfortunately, in any generating station, the system impedance changes when

the number of generators in operation and the sysæm operating frequency are changed.

There a¡e other harmonics sources other than the harmonics generated by the AC-DC

rectification.

The generator itselfgenerates some harmonics, such as slotharmonics. These harmonics are

known as the voltage harmonic sources. Normally these harmonics are reduced to negligible levels

by the cæeful design of the generator, But their existence may increæe the Total Harmonics

Distortion ( THD ) of generator voltages and currents.

Harmonic ¡esonance is another source which causes harmonic levels to increase in such a

system. Due to theexistence of the above harmonic sources, a harmonic resonance could occurwhen

one of the natural oscillation frequencies, which is determined by the system impedance and the

filter capacitances, is close to one of the source harmonics.

25
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The harmonic distortion in a generating station connected with AC systems has become a

major concem of Utilities nowadays, because of the widespread application of elecEonically

switched loads, This may, in the future, require generators connected to AC ransmission systems

to be equipped with harmonic monitoring functions. The study of the negative effects of harmonics

on the generators and the analysis of the techniques for generator harmonic monitoring conducted

in this research could also be of value for monitoring harmonics in generating stations coffrected

to AC Eansmission lines.

3-3 The negative effects of harmonics on the generators

The negative effects of harmonics have been discussed in the literaturc l24l p{l [35], such

as communication interference, heating losses, and solid-state device malfunctions. Among them,

the major concern of harmonic monitoring in such a situation is their effects on the generators

themselves.

The main negative effects of high level harmonic components in generator stator currents

and voltages on a generator are the added losses, exfa heat generation in rotor and stato¡ high

frequency vibrations and noise.

Depending on the order of harmonics in the three phase stator currents, some of them

produce positive sequence rotating fields ¡otâting in the same direction as the rotor, others produce

negative sequence rotating fields rotating in the opposite di¡ection as the rotor, and some do not

produce any rotating field.

All of these positive and negative sequence rotåting fields could induce high frequency

oscillating cunent components ir the generator rotor winding superimposed onto the DC field

cunent, as well as high frequency eddy currents in rotor and stator metal laminations. This will cause

extra losses for the generator. Because of the skin effect, these high frequency oscillating current

components experience higher resistance than that the low frequency ones. Extra heat will be

produced by these high frequency cunent components on the top of other heat generating sources,

thus decreasing the overheat capacity of a generator.

Besides the extra heatproduced by these positive and negative sequence rot¿ting fields, high

frequency oscillating torques are also produced by them superimposed onto primary shaft torque,
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causing high fiequency vibrations of the generator shaft and generating unfavorable high frequency

noises.

Other than the negative effects of harmonics on generators, the current and voltage

waveform distortion due to harmonics affects the correct electrical quantities measurement and the

conect operations of some generator control and protection sysûems.

Many studies and conducted tests [25] 126l Í271 have shown that, depending on the

algorithms to be used and the technologies used to implement these algorithms, cunent and voltage

waveform distortion due to high level harmonics can cause large enors in the measurement of some

elecFical quantities. As the accurate measurement of elecfical quantities is the basis of the correct

operation of protection and conrol systems, this could affect the performance and may cause

misoperation of some existing protection and control systems. one example is the generator

overload pÌotection.

Conventional overload protection is a thermal protection which only takes the RMS

magnitude of phase curent into account. When the cunent is distorted by the harmonics, the

overheating and temperature increase pattem of a generator will be different. To make the overload

protection operate more accurately, a new overload protection algorithm should be studied and

developed to t¿ke into account the heat generating effect of harmonics.

Thus the levels of harmonics contained in the generator's stator currents and voltages should

be monitored and measured, so that any abnormal harmonic level inc¡ease can be detected and

cor¡ected immediately, The harmonics should be within acceptable levels, such as those specified

in [32], to ensure the proper operation of a generator as well as its contol and protection systems.

3-4 Harmonic measurement techniques

Harmonic measurement techniques have been studied and developed for many years. Many

dedicated and general harmonic analyzers are already commercially available [35]. Most of
harmonic measurement techniques are in the frequency domain. With the advancement of digital

computer technologies, different digital signal processing algorithms a¡e used extensively in the
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harmonic measurements. These algorithms include the DFT ( Discrete Fourier Tlansform ) or FFI
( Fast Fourier Transform ) I35l 1361, anti-aliasing and low-pass filæring, band-pass filtering t3gl,
Kalman filtering [34], frequency zooming [38], and so on. Among them, the DFT or FFT algorithm

is the one most widely used. The FFT algorithm is most efficient when the number of input data

points is a power of 2.

The actual selection and implementation of harmonic measurement techniques are affected

by the requirement of the applications.

For applications where only one harmonic component is of interest and its frequency is

stâble, using a DFT algorithm with a na¡row-band band-pass filter is sufficient.

But for applications where a full spectrum harmonic analysis across a wide frequency range

is required for an input signal, a low-pass anti-aliasing filter and a large points FFT ( 1024 points

FFT or even more ) might be the only choice. The band-pass filters and the DFT will be too time

consuming to be used.

lVhen a narrow band offrequencies in a signal's spectrum is ofinterest and a high resolution

of the specral analysis is required for an application, the frequency zooming technique would be

the proper one to use.

Il applications where the magnitudes of harmonics are constantly changing and a fixed

sampling frequency is used, the Kalman filæring æchnique could give very good estimations on the

magnitudes of these harmonics, providing the number of harmonics and the characteristics ofthese

harmonics are known.

There a¡e other considerations in the implementation of harmonic measurement techniques.

If onìy the magnitude is ofinterest or the harmonics haverelatively læge magnitudes,low resolution

( 10' 12 bit ) A/D converters could be used. Howeve¡ if the phase angle of harmonics is also

important and the harmonic components of interest have a small magnitude which æe superimposed

onto a large magnitude fundamentâl component, some harmonic exracdng techaiques and/or high

resolution ( 16 bit ) A"/D converter may be required.
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In the fhst prototype of IGPS, analog low-pass anti-aliasing filters and an FFT algorithm

are used to perform the harmonic meâsurement and exEaction. This is based on the following

considerations.

The number of harmonics needed to be monitored in a generating søtion connected to DC

lines should contain all cha¡acæristic harmonics. However, when these factors are considered: (1)

that the higher the order of a characteristic harmonic component generated by the AC-DC

rectification is, the lower the magnitude of it will be, (2) the high-pass filrer can effectively filter

out these low magnitude high order cha¡acteristic harmonics, and (3) the harmonic monitoring for

a generator is mainly concerned with their negative effects on the generator but not the

communication interference ( which is mainly caused by higher frequency harmonics ), the task

could be reduced to monitor only 5th, ?th, 1lth and 13th harmonics. Because the 5th, 7th, 1lth and

13th characteristic harmonics filters' " out-of-tune problem" and "the mis-match of system

impedance problem" could cause the levels of these harmonic components to increase and may

affect the normal operation of generators, they should be measured,

On the other hand, most of the generator protection functions require measuring the

magnitude and phase angle of the fi:ndamental component contâined in the input signals. The third

harmonic component of voltages is used to form a 1007o stator ground fault protection. The second

harmonic component ofcunents may be used, when a generator is in unit connection with a step-up

fransformer, to prevent the Eansformer protection's malfunction under in-rush cunent.

lVith both requirements conside¡ed, atleastthe fundamenøl,2nd, 3rd,5th,7th, l lrh and l3rh

harmonics should be measured for all stator current and voltage input signals. However, the number

of harmonics needed to be measured could be more due to the following considerations.

If the field cunent of a generator is accessible and it is input into the protection system, the

harmonics contained in it will be different from that in the stator currents and voltages. For example,

the negative sequence fundamental component of stator currents induces a second harmonic

component in the generator field cunent. Generally, the odd order harmonics in the stâtor cunent

will generate even order harmonics in the field current, and vice versa,
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As has been mentioned before, non-ideal rectification conditions could generate some low

magnitude non-+ha¡acteristic harmonics and there a¡e no filûers designed to suppress them. The

magnitudes of them are the same as the characteristic harmonics, i.e. the higher the order of a

non-characteristic harmonic component is, the lower its magnitude will be. Thus, if higher order

non--characteristic harmonics are assumed to be suppressed by the high-pass filters, it would be

betær that the levels of these low order non-+haracteristic harmonics could also be monitored.

AII considered, a range from fundamental to 13th harnonic is deemed to be a practical

harmonics measurement range for generators in a generating station connected to DC lines. To

obtain up to the 13th harmonic component and to avoid frequency aliasing, a sampling rate higher

than 26 points/cycle is required according to the Nyquist theorem. Äs an FFT is most efficient when

the number of input points is a power of 2, a32points/cycle sampling rate is the lowest one to meet

the above requirement.

using an FFr instead of individual DFTs is the most efficient approach. when only one

harmonic component is needed, a DFT is faster than an FFL When all harmonic components are

needed, the FFT is definitely more efficient than multiple DFrs, The break--even point, i.e. when

the time used by "n" DFTs is equal to the time needed by an FFT ( where ,,n" is the number of
harmonics required ), depends on the actual implementation and the hædwa¡e being used.

For computers without hardwa¡e multiplier support, the break-+ven point of both algorithms

could be estimated by the numbers of the multiplications needed by both algorithms. For compurers

with ha¡dware multiplier support, the above estimation method can not be used. The actual

implementation of the DFT and FFT algorithm in the firstprototype of IGPS using the NEc7723o
DSP shows ttrat the b¡eak-even point for 16 or 32 point DFT and FFT is about ,,n" 

= 3. That is,

when more than three harmonic components are needed, an FFT uses less time than multiple DFTs

use. with the harmonic monitoring requirement of at least up to the l3th, a 32 points FFT is

necessary as it will provide up to the 15th harmonic monitoring capabitity.

In the fhst prototype of IGPS, it is designed to use a 32 points/cycle sampling rate and

perform a 32 point FFT on each of the 11 input signals. A 32 point FFT will provide up to 15th

harmonic measurement thus properly covering the desired harmonic monitoring range.
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Because the main interest of harmonic monitoring in a generating station connected to DC

lines is the harmonic magnitudes, a medium resolution A"/D conve¡ter AD57 4 ( 12 bit) is used in

the first prototype of IGPS.

3-5 Synchronized sampling: important for using FFT atgorithm

One factor, which greatly affects fast and accurate harmonic measurement when DFT or FFT

algorithms are used, is the synchronization of the sampling frequency with the system frequency.

synchronized sampling means that the sampling frequency is exactly N times the system frequency

and exactly N samples æe taken in one electric cycle and the samples mustbe equally spaced in time.

When synchronized, the fundamental and harnonic components can be correctly exEacted from the

input signals using DFT or FFr algorithms, But if it is not synchronized, the so called "spectral

leakage" problems will arise t33l t341. In fact, in a digital protection system, the input signals are

always sampled equidistantly at a certain sampling frequency which could be considered as

synchronized to a "sample" system frequency, If this "sample" system frequency is equal to the

actual system frequency, they are said to be synchronized, else they are not.

The "speceal leakage" problem arises when the "sample" system frequency is not equal

to the actual frequency of a signal which contains only one pure sinusoidal component. The results

of DFIs or FFI applied to the sampled data will be erroneous. Besides the fundamental vector, there

æe all other harmonic component vectors in the DFT or FFT results. one exteme example in [34]

shows that a pure 60 Hz sine waveform

s(r)-si¡(l20nt+0) ( 3-s-1 )

sampled at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz, will produce a B,89vo or r5,7 4vo TIÐ in the results of

a 32-point FFI or 6zl-point FFt performed on the sampled data,

The asynchronized sampling does not cause major problems to normal digital protection

systems where only the fundamental component is used. It does cause some errors in the ouþut

vector of fundamental component ( in the above example, the calculated magnitude of the

fundamental component is 0.97898 for a 32-point FFr or 0.97394for a64-point FFT. The conect

result is 1 ), but should not severely affect the final result. If the system frequency and the ,,sample"

31
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system frequency only has a very small discrepancy, the effect of asychronized sampling for these

protection systems is negligible.

When there a¡e other harmonic components contained in the input signals along with the

fundamental component, they also have the "spechal leakage" problems, æ their frequencies are

in integral numbers of the ñrndamental system ftequency but not the ,,sample" 
system frequency.

Ifno countermeasures are used, thei¡ combined effects will cause a "cross representation,' problem,

i.e' each oulput vector of a DFT or FFT is not only the conribution of this harmonic component (

which already has some errors ), but also the contributions of all these "leaked" spectra of other

harmonic components.

Though the "cross representation" problem can be effectively solved in a normal digital
protection system by applying a low-pass anti-aliasing filter which has a lower cut--off frequency,

it becomes a major problem for harmonics monitoring where a DFT or FFT algorithm is used, This

is because the harmonic vectors of the DFT or FFT results a¡e now of interest, thus the low-pass

filter with a lower cut-off frequency can not be used.

There is another problem caused by asynchronous sampling which has not been found to be

discussed in the literature. The problem is that the magnitudes of extacted harmonic components

fluctuate when the sampling window moves along the time axis though the actual harmonic

components contained in a signal have constant magnitudes. This problem could be called a
"sampling window moving effect" problem and can be briefly analyzed as follows.

Assume y¡ is a data series sampred equidisøntly from a pure sine signar

s (t) - sin ( 120î, t + I ), i,e. 1r* - sin ( 120n (to + ft x ÂÐ + 0 ), where to is rhe time

when the sampling of s(t) is started and Âtis the time between rwo samples. ff^t - 1/(60x N),
then the following DFT

F (k),

F(,r)"

(*+)

('+)

(3-s-2)

( 3-s-3 )

zS
" IZ)*-'.'stn

- fi L!'-n.^cos
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applied to the sampled data gives a constant unit magnitude

Chapter_3

F(k)-,lra¡'.r<rl: -t ( 3-s-4 )

when the k is incremenæd by 1 each time, as can be seen from the Fig. 3.5.1 curve F(sync). This

is equivalent to the sampling window moving along the time axis one sample at a time and the

"sample" system frequency is synchronized with the system frequency.

When the Ât is slightly grearer or less than 1 / ( 60 X N ), then the same DFT applied to the

sampled data will have an oscillating magnitude as can be seen clearly in the Fig. 3.5.1 curve

F(async).ThecurveF(æync)isobtainedforÂt:1i(65XN),Thecurvel0x(F(async)-F(sync))

enlarges the difference between F(sync) and F(async), in which the oscillation of the F(async) is

mo¡e evident.

The oscillation of magnitudes caused by " sampling window moving effect,' further

complicates the harmonic monitoring task. Some techniques will have to be used to reduce the effect

of such oscillations. lVhen there are several harmonic components contained in the input signals,

the "cross representation" due to "specfal leakage" will make the problem even more complicated.

¡Ë(2.pi.ó5.Ð ó F(¡Fc) v F(ú!ã.)<-f.ÉÞ-ó!¡¡z x ro.(F(uF.)-F(rFc))

{ \ /r N
{7- \\

a\\
r V \ {

\ // \V
o 00 1a0 270 360 450 540 e30 ?20

Tiñc ( t - dêgê./ ( 601360))

Fig. 3.5.1 " Sampling windaw moving ffict,'
Some solutions have been proposed in the literature in order to reduce the effects of

asynchronized sampling on DFT or FFT results, such as "interpolation algorithms [39]",

-o.5

-t.5
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"smoothing windows [40]", "reananged sampled data sequence [41]", ,,ftequency zooming

[42]", and so on.

However, these methods can only reduce, but not completely remove the measurement

enors caused by asynchronized sampling. They æe also done at the cost of increased computation

burden and added time delay. The best way to compleæly solve these problems is to keep the

"sample" system frequency synchronized with the system fundamental frequency [33].

The above analysis clearly shows that to synchronize the sampling frequency with the

sampled signal's fundamental frequency is very important for fâst and accurate harmonic

measurement using DFTs or FFTs. This requires the use of a fast and accurate frequency Eacking

algorithm which will be discussed in the next chapter.

3-6 Optimization of FT'T calculation

Though using the FFT algorithm is more efficient than using separate DFfs to obtâin several

harmonic components, the FFT calculations on alt 11 input signals of IGPS is still the most time

consuming part of all the major computations in IGPS programs. As ttre following analysis shows,

directly performing an FFI on each ofthe input signals is not efficient. An optimization technique

is used in the implementation of the FFT algorithm in IGPS, which fully utilizes the properties of

the FFT to further reduce the computation time required by the direct FFL

Directiy performing an FFI on each of the input signals is not efficient due to the fact that

a Fast Fourier Transform ( FFT ) is a complex-to-+omplex transform, but an input signal's sampled

data series is a ¡eal data series without an imaginary part. As we know, an FFr of 2n input points

can be divided into "n" bunerfly operations, and each butterfly operation involves extensive

multiplications and additions/subEactions. For a di¡ect FFI on a real data series, the fi¡st two

bunerfly operations only involve addition/subraction operations. Also, as will be shown later, the

output vectors of an FFT on a real data series possess some symmetical properties. Both imply that

directly using a normal FFr program on a real dataseries is notefficient. Though some programming

techniques can be applied to speed up the fhsttwo butterfly operations of an FFT on areal data series,

butterfly operations after the first two æe all complex-to--complex operations thus no optimization

techniques can be applied.
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ln the first prototype of IGPS, the following optimization technique is utilized to reduce the

total computation time of FFr comput¿tions on 11 input signals. Briefly, one FFT computation is

performed on two signals' sampled data series and the result of the FFT computation is then

converted into the two signals' FFI results utilizing the properties of FFT computations. The

technique is explained in detail below. The properties of an FFT when applied to pure real or

imaginary data series ( which æe used by this technique) will be shown before the explanation of
this technique.

Assumea¡andAkrep¡esenttheinputdataseriesanditsFFTnansform(i=0...N-l,k-

0 .,. N - 1 ). Then, by definition they have rhe relationship

t{_ I

At = 2 o, w*,0 ( 3-G1 )
i-0

1V_ I
ai - Z lo wr'o (3-6-2)

k-0

whe¡e

wne = rj#¡k = cos ( # t o) - j sin r# t o, (3-6-3)

When a¡ is a pure real data series, then the following properties exist

Re(.4¿)=Re(A+) (3-Ç4)
Im ( A¿ ) - - lm ( A+ ) (3-6-5)

and if a¡ is a pure imaginary data series, we have

Re(Á¿)--Re(A_*) (3-#)
Im(4)-Im(A-*) (3-6-7)

Note that

Au-* = A-* ( 3-6-8 )

and the above properties can be tewritûen for pure real data series as
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Re(A¿)=Re(Au_t)
Im(A¿) =-lm(A,v_*)

and for pure imaginary data series as

Re(A¿)--Re(An_*)
Im(á¿)=kn(An+)

Assume a¡ and b¡ are two real data series. I-et ci - ¿, + j b¡. Then

Ct - A*+ j Bk = [ Re (A¿) + jIm (A¿) ] + j I Re (Bù + j Im (B¿) ]

and we have

Re(C¿)-Re(A*)-kn(B¿)
Im ( C* ) = Im (,4¿ ) + Re ( B¿ )

Chapter_3

( 3-Ge )
( 3-G10 )

( 3-6-11 )

(3-6-12)

( 3-ê13 )

( 3-6-14 )

( 3-6-15 )

By applying above properties, A¡ and B¡ could be calculated from c¡ by the following
equations

Re ( A¿, = I rRe ( c¿ ) + Re ( cn_*)l (3-6-16)

tm ( A*, - * rr¡n ( c* ) - rm ( Cu-*) I (3-6-17)

Re ( B¿, - I, r¡n ( c¡. ) + rm ( C¡v-* ) I (3-6-18)

kn ( B* , = I , Re ( c¡_¡ ) - Re ( c* ) I (3-ó-1e)

When the above lechnique is utilized, the calculation of two complete FFTs on two signals

is reduced to one FFT computâtion plus the conversion process which only involves addition and

subEaction. The coefficient 1/2 in the above conversion process could be easily combined with the

coefficients of the FFT computation.

The time saved by utilizing the above technique is significant. kr a 16 point FFT, the time

needed for ttre FFT computation utilizing the above technique is 157o less than that ofthe two direct

FFTs. And in a 32pointFFl, the time needed will be 307o less than that of two direct FFTs. The above
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results are obtained from the actual implementation of these FFT subroutines on the NEC 77230

DSP chip in the first prototype ofIGPS. And the above mentioned direct FFT sub¡outine has already

been programmed to take advantage of the fi¡st two butterfly operations only involving arithmetic

operations.
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FREQUENCY TRACKING
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4-1. Introduction

The system operating frequency in a generating stâtion connecüed to DC lines fluctuates in

a wide range ( 45 - 90 Hz in the Northem Collector System ), due to load rejections or fast load flow

regulations of a DC line and the slow response of generators' mechanical input power. The rate of

system frequency change in such a syst€m is also higher than in a normal AC system.

The frequency fluctuation in such a stâtion affects the proper operation ofgenerators, filters,

tansformers and station auxiliary equipments. As the frequency fiuctuation in such a station is

unavoidable, these impacts should be properly considered during the system plaffiing, designing

and operating. However, these problems are not the focus of this resea¡ch and will not be furthe¡

discussed in this thesis.

The study of frequency fluctuation in this research is mainly focused on its impact on the

digital inægrated protÊction system under development and on providing aproper solution to it. The

analysis in Chapær 3 has already shown the adverse effects of asynchronou s sampling to the accurate

harmonic components meâsurement. If the sampling frequency is fixed, then the sampling

frequency will be out ofsynchronization with the system frequency when itfluctuates offits nominal

value, thus causing harmonic " specfal leakage " and "sampling window moving effect,,problems

of DFT and FFT algorithms in a digital proæction system. As all ûlrther calculations of an IGpS are

based on the FFI phasor, this could cause enoneous results of these calculations, and lead to the

improper operation of the system.

This problem could be best solved by frequency tracking [33], i.e. measuring rhe system

frequency and adjusting the sampling frequency accordingly so that the sampling frequency is

always synchronized with the system frequency. The main focus of this chapter is to compare

different frequency Eacking techniques and present a fast and accurate frequency tacking algorithm

developed in this reseæch and its implementation technique used in the first prototype of IGps.
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4-2 Frequency fluctuation in generating stations connected to DC lines

T\ryo situations cause the fast load change in a generating stâtion connected to a DC line: load

rejections and fast load flow regulations ofthe DC line. The load rejections could be caused by the

fault in the line, failure of fhing conFol circuit, etc., The fast regulation of load flow in a DC line

is widely used to increase main systems stability and confol the load flow distribution of main

systems.

The frequency in such a generating stâtion fluctuates widely due to the fact that the load can

be changed almost instantly but the mechanical input ofgenerators can not be changed immediately.

This causes læge torque unbalance in generators and hence the system frequency to increase or

decrease. The frequency fluctuation in such a generating station has two distinct characteristics

which a¡e different from that in an AC system.

One characteristic is that the system operating frequency fluctuates in a much wider range

than that in an AC system. In the Northern collector System of Manitoba Hydro, a range of 45 -
90 Hz has been identified. In a normal AC sysiem, the system operating frequency normally is kept

close to its nominal value ( 60 llz in North America ) and t 5 Hz off nominal value is considered

to be exEeme,

A load rejection field tcst was conducted on one 120 MVA generator at Kettle generating

station of the Northem collector sysæm [60]. The recorded frequency change shows that the

frequency increased from 60 Hz to a maximum 72 H z (1,2 pu ) after a full load rejection occurring

at the time rflhen the generator carried 80 MW load.

Another cha¡acæristic is the high df/dt ( raæ ofchange ) ofthe sysæm frequency when a large

amount of load change is involved. In the same load rejection test, 4 H/second rate of system

frequency change was observed. ln a normal AC system, the load change is shared by the generators

inter-+onnected to each other, thus the rate offrequency change usually is much smalle¡, In an AC

system, I Hzlsecond may be considered as a fast frequency change.

4
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Thus a frequency facking algorithm to be used in an integrated generator protection system

must consider these two tequirements. It should be able to work properly in such a wide frequency

range and should be able to dynamically follow the frequency change very quickly,

4-3 Different frequency tracking algorithms

There are some frequency measurement and frequency tacking algorithms which have been

developed and proposed in the literature. Here is a briefreview ofthese frequency measurement an<1

frequency tracking algorithms.

"Zero-crossing" l45l Í461 is a simple frequency measurement method. It could be

implemenæd by using either a hardwa¡e solution or a software solution. The accuracy and stability

of the hardwæe solution are prone to noise and waveform distortions. Also, when ha¡dware

solutions are used in a digital protection sysûem, additional ha¡dwa¡e is required, The softwa¡e

solution does not require additional hardware support but shows frequency deviations that

exponentially approach the true value as the number of cycles considered approach infinity.

Least-mean-square ( LMS ) estimation algorithms have been proposed by several authors.

Both søtionary models [47] [48] and adaptive estimation models [57] [49] are used to ffack the

system frequency without having to lanow any ståtistical property in advance. However, there is a

compromise between tåe accuracy of the frequency measurement and the length of the observation

period' This implies that low accuracy could be expected when these techniques are used in the fast

frequency tracking of IGPS.

[52] describes a newly developed technique utilizing decomposition of the fundament¿l

component contained in a distorted input signat for the fæt and accurate measurement of power

system frequency. This technique uses two finiæ impulse response bandpass--orthogonal filters with

the band limited to 30 - 70 FIz ( nominal frequency is 50 Hz ). The orthogonal filters have a group

time delay of 20 ms. After evaluation of frequency using the ouþutof two orthogonal filters, another

moving average filter, having a group delay of 20 ms is applied to the frequency estimates to remove

any non-50 Hz components. As the results of [52] show, more than one cycle time delay should be

expecûed in the application of this algorithm, Although the measurement speed of this algorithm is
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acceptable, it requires additional software implementåtion and thus is not easy to integrate into the

first prototype of IGPS where the FFT algorirhm is to be used.

Most of the above algorithms did not show their dynamic performance during fast system

frequency changes to be in the range required by IGPS. Nor did these algorithms adequately handle

the system fransients caused by switching operations and faults where there is no frequency change

but large input signal's magnitude and phase angle change involved. Both problems are critical for

a practical frequency fracking algorithm to be used in IGps. A Âo/Ât frequency fracking algorithm

is thus studied and developed in this research, which shows the speed and accuracy in tracking

system frequency in a wide range. Furthermore, it is easy to integraæ into IGPS using FFT results,

and has been successfully implemented in the first prototype of IGpS.

M Lcrl\t frequency tracking algorithm

The frequency fracking algorithm used in IGPS uses positive sequence voltage to Eack the

system frequency. The sequence components are calculated ftom the fundamentâl components of
the three phase voltages, and thepositive sequence component is then used to perform the frequency

fracking to adjust the sampling frequency.

The frequency tacking algorithm of IGPS is a very simple one. once a cycle, the frequency

tacking sub¡outine is called to compare the present positive sequence voltage phasor with the one

of the previous cycle. If the phasor has rotâted 27r + cr,, then the sampling interval r, ( T, = 1 / f, )
will be adjusted according to the formula below:

Ts(new)=*rrn"^
t+E (4-4-1)

To underst¿nd how the above mentioned frequency nacking algorithm works, let us first
examine some of the properties of the DFT on a sine waveform. As we know, the output of the DFT

on a sine waveform has two components, a real and an imaginary part. It forms a vecto¡ on the X-y
plane. when the sampling window moves, the angle of the vecto¡ will rotate. If the sampling

frequency is exactly N times that of the waveform and the sampling window moves ,,n', samples

each time, the vector will rotate exactly nx2nlN each time, The time used to rotate nx2nlN radians
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will be Tn- ¡/ ( N x f ), where "f" is the input signal frequency. Fig.4.3.1 shows a sine waveform

sampled at 16 poins/cycle with the sampling window moving 8 sample points each time.

0510 15202530
4l= window(c) 

=l4

Fíg.4.3.1 DFT output vs. sampling wíndow position

When the sampling frequency f, is not exactly N times the input signal,s frequency f, the

vector of the DFT output will rotate (nx2dN) + o, instead of nx2dN. The q, will be less than zero

if f, is less than N times f, or it will be greater than zero when f, is greater than N times f. As shown

in Fig. 4.3.2' The sampling frequency should be changed such that at the nextcomputation the vector

of the DFT ouþut will rot¿te just nx2ry'N when the sampling window moves n samples.

fr>Nxf
c>0
(I<f f'-Nxf

fr: sampling ftequency
f: signal frequency
N: sampling rate (points/cycle)

(b)

Fig.4.3.2 DFT resultanî vectors aîfs t N xf

(a)

fs<Nxf
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( 4-4-2 )

( 4-4-3 )

( 4-4-s )

The calculation of the new sampling frequency f(new) is simple if the phase difference c is

known, Note that T, - 17¡r, lVhen \: Trlo¡¿¡, the vector rotates an angle of (nx2ry'N) + s in time

n x Tsle¡¿¡. After Tr is changed from \161¿¡ to T51¡ev¡, it should rotate anangle of nx2n/N. so we have:

t.e,

n X r,1** ¡- (+=) - 
l,P*.J

I nxa\
,n*r-ffixTs(otd)

^ n X?.tt
A,rn- j-

where

Lã=L
I nx2tt\
\-¡v / ( 4-4-4)

A special case is La=a/2n whenn-N.

cr should be calculated before calculating Áo. It could be calculated from the present vector

B and reference vector A, From Fig. 4.3.3,1et
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(e,y + fl + al x cos(d,,y +B) - +þ)+a x sin(d,¡v' +B)

Chapter_4

Fig. 4.3.3 Calcul¿te a frorn vectors A and B

We have:

*r, -*[{( o,¡ + þ) + "]-( t*. ø)]

(e,¡¡ + p) + al x cos(0nrl) + (0,¡+ p) + a x sin(d,,¡{+p)
( 4-4-6 )

".".r.*lo*"\,\AxBl

By x A'x- Bz x A',
lÄur\*,, - 

-l----------:-7-'
BxxAx+ByxAy

_ By x [Ar x cos(AzN) -A] x sin(pñ¡,,)l -B¡ x [Ax x sin(o'|¡v) +Ay x cos(áril)]
Bxx lAx x cos(dn¡y) -á, x sin(0n¡)l +By x lAx x sin(O,,¡) +.A, x cos(dr¡y)l

( 4-4-7 )
Whenn-N,then

and

cos( 2aø ): 1,

so the tan ( cx, ) can be simplified as

qr¡t = 2tt

sin(2¡r)-0
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t,u,6¡ =!ùé:Ez-1,$_ (+4_B)BxxAx+ByxAy

Based on the above equations, the frequency racking algorithm used in IGpS could be

implemented as follows:

(1) calculate present positive sequence vector from the FFT results of the three phase voltages;

(2) take the last calculated vector (one cycle before) as the reference vector along with the present

calculaæd vector to calculate tan ( a );

(3) perform a tan-l to obtain cr from tân ( d, );

(4) use (I' to ger 1/(1+^o);

(5) use above equations to get Ts(new).

4-5Implementation of Ås/Ât frequency tracking algorithm in IGpS

If the frequency tracking algorithm is implemented as above, it will involve two division and

one "arc tan" calculations. As will be presented in the later chapters, the frequency tracking

algorithm is implemented on a DsP chip of the first prototype of IGps. As we know, for a DSp chip,

such as NEC 77230 , one floating-point multiplication can be done in one instruction execution

period in parallel with one addition or subEaction calculation, however a subroutine has to be

executed for a division or other function calculations. To get "arc tan" tâkes more time than to do

a division. Thus, implementing the above algorithm using the above procedure will be inefficient

from the DSP chip point of view.

To fully use the power of the DSp chip, the algorithm implemented in IGps uses the power

series expansion method. The two power series used are as follows:

ffiafctan(f)=.r---+---=-+..' for Lrl < 1357
1^

fr: t -x+f -Ê +x4-... for kt < I

( 4-5-1 )

( 4-s-2)
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( 4-5-3 )

( 4-s-4 )

( 4-s-s )

( 4-s-6 )

( 4-s-7 )

Ia practice, I cr I is less than 4/æ between two cycles even when the frlo¡6¡ / N has 5 Hz difference with

the present "f ". For example, when present f - 60 Hz and fsle¡¿¡ / N : 65 Hz, the phase difference

will be

65x2n ^ 6a=__2tt=_60 tÍ
This is an unlikely situation as the sampling frequency is adjusted constantly ( once a cycle in the

first prototype of IGPS ). So we have

Itan(ø)f<ltân(6)1.,
]V

6

and llat=!<t
ùr

Let

Then 
x: lan ( a )

ø = arctan( tan ( a ) )

- arctan( x )

-,-+.+-+.
This gives

#- 1-La+L,a2-La3+...

-ao:2a3-'- e**ñ- ot+"'

-,-*. ('-+. ).#" ('-+. )' #
-'-*,,*fi"--(*-#) "r.

. ('-+. )'.
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=1-*,Nxx+à,.r_(;_;) ",
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( 4-s-8 )

Thencanbefixedto N, N/2etc. to make 1/0,w become a constant, lnIGpS,n:Nisused

to get L/0n¡ - 1/2¡, Thus the above power series in IGPS becomes

1-axx+bx*-cx/ ( 4-s-e )

b -a2 14c - a-_ 
Z

The above power series simplifies the calculations of tan-l (o) and l /( 1+Åcr) into

multiplications, additions and subtractions, which can be done by the DSp chip very fast. Besides,

the accuracy of the above approximation is excellent. Fig. 4.5.1 shows the actual I / ( 1+Âo) curve

and the power series approximation in the practical cr range ( 0o - 30' ) when n = N. The dashed

line is the actual curve and the solid line represents the power series approximation.

I
1+La

Ia =-2Xtt
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1l
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0.98
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Fig. 4,5,1 Errors caused by the approximation

As can be seen from the diagram, the error increases as CI' increases. Both the absolute and

relative error reach maximum at o = 30o. The absolute error at that point is 0,003 with the actual

value equal to 0.923 ( the power series one equal 0.926 ). The relative enor at that point is 0.3152o.

using the above power series, the calculation of rr1,1s1y¡ in IGPS takes the following steps:

(1) calculate the present positive sequence vector from the FFT results of the threephase voltages;

(2) take the last calculated vector (one cycle before) as the reference vector along with the present

calculated vector to calculate tan ( €r' );

(3) use above power series equation to directly get 1 / ( 1 + Aq, ) from tan ( q, );

(4) multiply Tr(ol¿) to get Ts(new).
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Besides the calculation of Tr(n"*), some other measures have been taken in the

implementation to prevent the malftrnctioning of the frequency Eacking algorithm under certain

abnormal conditions. These measures include (1) freezing sampling frequency when V1 is less than

a preset value, which may occur during a close-in fault to cause ftequency Eacking malfunctioning.

The frequency racking will be resumed when V1 retums to above the preset value; (2) stop

frequency tracking temporarily when the 
^Vl 

exceeds a preset level. This condition may occur

during any fauit. As the angle and magnitude ofsyslsm vslt¡ge waveform suddenly changes during

the ransition from pre-fault to post-fault state, the frequency tacking algorithm "sees" an apparent

angle change and may malfunction. The frequency racking will be resumed under this condition

as soon as the Àv1 between cunent vector and reference vector falls within a preset level.

The above frequency Eacking algorithm has been successfully implemented in IGPS. It has

been tested using a variable frequency three phase signal generator. The t€st results show thât it can

conectly Eack the frequency change in the desired 45 to 90 Hz range and change the sampling

frequency accordingly. It also works properly when one or two phase voltåges are lost and during

the ftansition of simulated fauits. In the case that it loses all three phase voltages and then regains

the three phase voltage, the algorithm can respond to such acondition cogectly to fteeze and resume

the frequency hacking.

Fig. 4.5,2 is a recorded waveform which shows how the frequency fracking algorithm

conectly responds to the loss of one phase voltage,
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Fig. 4 5.2 Frequency tracking with one phase vokage temporary removed

In the Fig' 4'5.2, the top three traces are three phase voltages. A sampred waveform of one phase
is shown in the 4th trace. The 5th trace shows the wo¡Mdre timi¡g of theDSp chip and the 6th race
is the intemrpt pulses for reading in sampled data from A,rD converte¡. The 5th and the 6th trace are
not imponant here, wh e the 4th race is very important, which shows that the synchronized 16
sample/cycle sampling rate is kept unchanged during the tempora¡y vorage drop of one phase. If
the sampling frequency freezing measure is not used, such a voltage drop would have caused the
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frequency tacking algorithm to lose Eacking, as there will be an apparent phase change of V1 seen

by the frequency tracking algorithm, while there is no frequency change in the system.
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CHAPTER 5

SELF-EXCITATION IN GENERATORS CONNECTED TO DC LINE

5-1 Introduction

Self-excitation is an unique problem for generators carrying a dominantly capacitive load.

The self-+xcitation problem for generators connected to ÍIVIEIIV AC nansmission systems has

been known and studied for many years [64] t65l t69l t70l t71l. A simila¡ problem exisrs in a

generating ståtion connected to t[V C Eansmission lines.

Because of the nature of AC-DC conversion, the rectifiers of an TIVDC transmission line

consume large amounts of inductive vARs when converting AC power to Dc power. The ¡eactive

power required for the conversion usually is in the ran ge of Q - 50 Vo of the active power converted.

The rectification of AC power also generates high magnitude harmonic components.

The common practice is to design AC filters both to suppress the harmonics and at the same

time to supply part or all of the reactive power required for the AC-DC conversion. When there is

a full load rejection, generators will be left connected only to the capacitive filters on the rectifier

AC busbar. The large capacitive load of the AC filtÊrs, previously consumed by the rectifiers, will
have to flow into the generators. This exposes the generators to the danger of self-excitation and

the consequent system overvoltage.

This self-excitation, resulting from load rejections, and the consequent system overvoltages

in a generating station connected to DC lines are some of the many adverse effects on the generators

and other station equipments. It also imposes srict limitations on the normal operation of the system,

Though some problems caused by self-excitations in such a system, such as exciter sEesses have

been studied previously [61], there still are many otherproblems caused by self-excitation requiring

further studies. The self-excitation problem in such a generating station is only similar to, but not

exactly the same as, the self-excitation problem in a generating station connected to a HV/EFIV

tansmission line. ln fact, it has certain unique characteristics which enabled some useful results to

be obtained in this reseæch.

Considerable time has been spent and major efforts have been made in this resea¡ch to

further investigate other related aspects regarding the self--excitation and its proper protection in
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such systems' As a result of these efforu, the classification between immediate and non-immediate

self-excitations is introduced, the conditions under which a loss--of-excitation protection may

misoperate are clarified, and the generator operating consEaints as affected by the self-excitation

considerations are established. These results will be presented in the following sections. A new

predictive self--excitation protection system is also developed based on the results of the above

analyses. This protection system and some related topics will be presented in the next chapter.

In the beginning ofthis chapær, the practical self-€xcitation criteria are described to provide

the basis for later analyses. The model sysûems which a¡e used in the self--excitation simulations are

also briefly described.

5-2 Generator self-+xcitation criteria

The practical criteria used to determine if a generator is self-€xcited have been thoroughly

studied previously in [64] t65l t69l [71]. It can be simply expressed as follows: the d-axis of a

generator enters self-+xcitation when x" < X6, and the q-axis enærs self--excitation when X" < Xq,

where X" is the charging capacitance seen at the generator terminals. At the d-axis, the criterion

corresponds to the field cunent going from positive to negative. Also, as X6 is always greater than

or equal to Xo, and the X. will be the same at both axes, the d-axis may enter self-+xciøtion earlier

than or at the same time as the q-axis does.

The physical explanation ofthe self--excitation is that the time constants goveming the field

flux dynamics become negative when the above criteria a¡e satisfied Í641ULl. The time constants

of d-axis and q-axis æe

^ ^ X"-X¿ta: tdoÇñ - - x"-li
and tn - tqo 

*-j (5_2_1 )

When the time constant is positive, any sudden change of field flux will decay exponentially. When

the time constant becomes negative, any sudden change will cause the field flux to build-up
exponentially, causing system voltage to rise limited only by the ransformer saturation,

Although (5-2-1) shows that theoretically T¿ and rn may still remain positive if X" < X¿'

and X" < \", such conditions are unlikely to occur in practical situations. Considering that X¿ and
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Xo normally are several times larger than &' and &",and )Ç < & and & < Xo conditions are

satisfied only under certain load rejection situations as will be discussed later, these make X. < X¿'

and X" < Xo" unlikely to occur in real situations.

As can be seen from the constants equation, the negative time constants could be large or

small depending on the values of þ, \ and X". The time constants are large when X" is close to

X¿ or\.If X¿> X" >\, only the d-axis becomes self-+xciæd. When only the d-axis is self--excited

or the time constants are læge i¡ both axes at the onset of self-+xcitation, the rate of field flux

build-up will be slow Under these conditions, the effect of field flux build-up could be nullified

by the fast response of generator excitation systems with negative cunent capability [69]. That

means the occur¡ence of overvoltages after generators entering the self-excitation condition could

beposþoned by providing negative cunent capability to the generator stâtic excitation systems [69].

But if negative exciter cunent is not allowed to flow, the system voltage will start to increase

immediately after generators become self-excited, i.e. immediately after their field cur¡ents reach

zero,

5-3 Systems modelled in the self-+xcitation simulations

Figure 5.3,1 shows a system used in the self-+xcitation studies. Except for simulating

generator tripping under self--excitation conditions, the system is simulated using only one

generator. When a generator tripping under self-excitation condition case is simulated, two identical

machines are connected in parallel on the bus, and one of them is ripped afær the system becomes

self--exciæd,

Fig. 5.3.1 Model systern used in simulations
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Machines in a generating station usually æe of the same type. The common practice is to

opelate these generators sharing the active and reactive load equally during normal operations.

when an FrvDC load rejection occurs, the same amount of load change will be felt by each

generator. Thus their dynamical processes will closely resemble each other after an TIVDC load

rejection. Analysis of one generator's behavior under an FIVDC load rejection will reveal the

behaviour of other generators.

The system is set up and simulated on an advanced graphicat ElecEomagnetic Transients

simulation software package PSCAD/EMTDC. The generato$ in the system a¡e simulated using

the machine model included in the PSCAD/EMTDC library and the data of an actual hydro

generator at the Kettle station of the Northem Collector System. Table 5,3.1 lists the main data of

this machine,

Thble 5.3.1 Main daø of the simulated generator

s (MvA) v (kv) )Q (pu) Xn (nu) H (pu)

t20 13.8 1.106 0.642 3-4¿

In the above system, both generator governor system and excitation system are included and

modelled in detail, as both systems greatly affect the self-excitation simulation results.

The reaction of the govemor system and the counter torque produced by the generator losses

and local load a¡e the main factors preventing the system frequency from increasing indefinitely.

The governor system functions to reduce the generator mechanical input power after a load

rejection. Its action affects the frequency changing pattem considerably. The govemor system

modelled in the simulated systems uses the standard hydro generator govemor system modei

provided by the PSCADÆMTDC library.

The action of the excitation system affects the system voltage level, which in tum affects the

local active and ¡eactive load seen by the generator, thus indirectly affects the system dynamic

process after a load rejection. The excitation system is simulated using the same data and sfucture

of the actual system used by the simulated hydro generators ofthe Kettle stâtion. The only difference

is that the excitation system model used in the simulations can be chosen to have or not have negative

cunent capability.
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5-4 Immediate and non-immediate self+xcitations

The self--excitations, resulting from load rejections, in a generating station connected to DC

lines can be divided into two classes, immediate and non-immediate self-excitations. Fig. 5.4.1

shows how an HVDC load rejection is seen by a generator on a p-e plane. In Fig, 5.4.1, two main

generator operating consfraints, i.e. maximum stator cunent and maximum field current limits, are

also shown. In normal operations, the generator should be always operated within these limits. In

Fig. 5.4.1, the circle is the maximum stâtor current limit, and the arc is the maximum field current

limit' Fig' 5'4.1 is drawn using a per unit system, with the generator's rated IvIVA and voltage as the

bases, As a generator always outputs electric power to the system, its normal operating area is

enclosed by ABCDA shown in Fig. 5,4.1.

uo¡ limit

(b) Måx. Ir.v A, lN
ä 

/'\"

\f: Y,'l'"
(xd> I ) D

Fig, 5.4.1 INDC load rejection seen by a generator

Fig. 5.4.1 does not show the conlmon steady-state stability limit of a generator. The

steady-state stability iimit exists when a generator is connected to an AC hansmission system. For

generators connected to a DC nansmission system, the¡e is no such steady-state stability problem

for them as they are operated asynchronously with the main system, Consequently, their operation

does not have a steady-state ståbility limit.

Considering the rectifie¡ load cha¡acteristic of a DC line in which the reactive power

consumed is equal to 4O- 507o of ¡he active power converted. A full FIVDC load rejection occurring

at the operating point C ( Fig. 5.4,1 ) will cause the operating point ro move to C' ( e =V2/Xc)
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immediately after the load rejection ( assuming the system voltage and frequency remain unchanged

).

The point -V2lX¿ on the P-Q plane is a critical point when considering full load rejections.

If the point C' is below -V2lX¿, i.e. 1/X" > 1/X¿, the generator enters the self--exciøtion condition

immediately after the load rejection. If the point C' is above -V2lX¿,i.e. llX"< l/X¿, then there

is no immediate danger for the generator to become self-+xciæd. But the generator may stili enter

the self-+xcitation condition later on due to sysûem frequency increæe after a load rejection. The

self-excitations caused by the system frequency increase after load rejections are non-immediate

self-excitation cases which will be discussed later.

Figure 5.4.1 indicates that an immediaæ self-excitation is possible if a generator has a large

X¿ ( > 1 pu ) and the generator is absorbing large VAR load when a load rejection occurs.

An immediate self--excitation will cause an immediate overvoltage in the generating station

and induce extremely high reverse voltage across the thyristor bridges, if the generator excitation

circuit does not have negative cunent capability (Fig.5,a.2). The exfremely high reverse voltage

across the field circuit is induced by the field cunent attempting to go negative while the negative

current is not allowed to flow in the exciter.

E ff Ctu) o Vt (pr¡) a, \zbus (pr¡) v f (pL¡) >< Vf (pr¡) / 50

t!:*

#TË

erse volt¿ ie

ilrfui,\ll,^
iltri ,illlì

1.5

o

-o.5
o.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

Tirne (sec.)

Fig.5.4,2 Immediate self-excitatíon ( no negative ex.citer current capabitíty )

The field cunent attempting to go negative is the combined effects of two phenomena

associated with the load rejection, The sudden increase of capacitive load after a load rejection in

o.a
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such a generating station forces generator field current to drop to a very low level. Oscillations

between generator i¡ductance and the fîlter capacitances are initiated by the load rejection [61],

which induces oscillating current components superimposed onto an already very low DC fieid

current, If the field cunent is close to zero, this couldresultin field current attempting to go negative.

If negative cunent is allowed to flow i¡ the excitation circuit, ttre immediate overvoltage of

an immediate self--excitation could be posçoned and the extemely high reverse voltage across the

field circuit could be avoided ( Fig. 5.4.3 ).

Þ fÊ (pt¡) o Vt (¡rr¡) À \Zbus (pr.¡) e f (pr¡) >< Vf (pr¡) / 5

-o.4

-1 .2

1 1.6 2 2-5 3 3.5
Tirne (sec.)

Fí9. 5.4,3 Immediare self-excitation ( has negative exciter current capability )

Howeve¡ most self-excitation conditions are of the non-immediate type. The

non-immediate self-+xcitations are different from the immediaæ self-+xcitations. Generators do

not enter self-€xcitation conditions immediately following the load rejection ( as in the immediate

self-excitation cases ) but later on due to the system frequency increase [64]. The frequency increase

is the result of large torque unbalance caused by the load rejection, Due to the rapid change of the

generator load and the slow response ofthe generator govemor conEol sysbm, the system frequency

will start to increase after a load rejection. Though the system frequency could be finally brought

back to the nominal value after it reached a maximum value by the reaction of the govemor system

and the effects of counter torque produced by the generator losses and local load, the maximum

system frequency after a load rejection in such a generating station could still assume a very high

value. In the Northem collector System of Manitoba Hydro, the recorded maximum system

frequency after a load rejection is 86 Hz t601, with 60 Hz as its nominal system frequenc¡ this

represents more than 1.4 pu system frequency increase.

2

1.2

o.4

o.6

ø'

L_-_ ,d¡Àü!ruri
r""Ilf YYllÌIr I I
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The increased sysûem frequency increases 1/X" and decreases l/X¡ at the same time, both

in the direction to cause a self--excitation. on the P-e plane ( Fig, 5.4.1 ), the increase offrequency

causes point c' to move downward and point v2lx¿ to move upward. Ìvhen 1/X" becomes greaær

than l/X¿ at a certain system frequency level, a self-excitation condition will occur. The criterion

of self-excitation at the d-axis when considering the frequency change can be expressed as

(")t = (r)+ .r * = ('*)(+)' (s-4-1,

where fo is the rated frequency of the generator, and X¿o and X"o are X6 and X" value at fo. The

critical frequency f. after which a self-excitation will occur can be computed from

l"-fox ( 5-4-2)

Similar results can be easily obtained for the q-axis.

The system frequency does not rise indefinitely after a load rejection because ofthe counter

torques of generator losses and remaining local load, as well as the action of the generator governor

system. Thus if f.o is the maximum frequency which can be reached after a load rejection, a

generator will become seif-excited if fr"^ > f. but will not if f,ou* < f..

Figure 5.4.4 and Fig. 5.4.5 show two non-immediate self-excitation cases. In Fig. 5.4.4, the

negative current is not allowed to flow in the exciter, while in Fig. 5.4.5, it is allowed. As can be seen

from Fig. 5,4.4 and Fig. 5.4.5, the negative cunent capability of exciters helps to postpone the

occurrence ofa self-+xcitation. But the speed ofvoltage increase after it starts to rise is much faster

than that in Fig.5.4.4.
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Tirne (sec.)

Fig. 5.4.4 Non-¡mmediate sell-excítation ( no negative exciter current capabíIity )
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Fi1,5.4.5 Non-immediate sefuexcitation ( has negative exciter current capability )

5-5 Problems other than system overvoltâge caused by self-+xcitations

Besides the system overvoltage problems, there a¡e other implications caused by the

self--excitations in a generating station connected to DC lines.

One problem is the possible misoperation of the generator loss--of-excitation protection

under self-+xcitation conditions. This problem can be analyzed as follows. The typical

characteristics of impedance relays of a loss--of-+xcitation protection has been shown in Fig.

2.5,3.1. They can be converted into the P-Q plane as shown in Fig. 5,5.1 by

s-P- io-f tP-'-rv-, ^î7-jx -R+/.x (5_5_1 )

where R and X are bounded by

60
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(s-s-z)"+')'ry)'n'*(x*
for the steady-state boundary, and by

=(

^,. (, t¿#)" 
= ( "+), (s_s_3)

for the asynchronous boundary. The shaded areas in Fig. 5.5.1 are the operating zones of the

impedance relays of a loss-of--excitation protection.

Fig' 5,5J Impedance relays' characteristics of a Loss-of-excitation protection on the p-e plan

From Fig. 5'5.1, it is clear that the impedance seen by the relays enters both zones when the

machine becomes self-excited at the d-axis. This will cause both relays to operate. Norma y, the

operation of impedance relays in a loss-of-+xcitation protection is safeguæded by an undervoltage

relay with a setting around 0.8 pu generator terminal voltage. ff system voltage temporally drops

below the undervoltage relay's setting under this condition while the impedance relays operates, the

generator loss-of-æxcitation protection will misoperate.
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Fig. 5.5,2 Filter tripping afier a load rejection causes temporary system voltage drop

The system voltage may drop only temporarily under self-excitation conditions.

Overvoltages caused by the self--excitation could cause some fiher overvoltage relays to operate,

The sudden removal of some filters in the system will cause temporary system voltage drop due to

sudden changes in generator armature reaction and the time delay in genetator excitation systems'

response. Fig. 5.5,2 shows the temporary system voltage drop when part of the filters are tripped

after a load rejection.

In one severe load rejection incident at the Northem Collector Sysæm of Manitoba Hydro

t591 tó11, the loss-of-excirâtion protection at two tripped machines had operated ( their

undervoltage relays were set at 0.83 pu generator terminal voltage ). The generator tripping occuned

shortly after the high-pass filters in the system were tripped by the filters overvoltage relays, Due

to the blocking of one DC convertÊr, subsequently another converter was blocked. The analysis in

[62] shows that the high-pass filter trip after these generators become self--excited results in the

misoperation of these loss-of-excitation protection.

Generator ripping under self-excitation conditions causes further problems for the

generators still remaining on the sysûem, especially when these generators do not have the exciter

negative curent capability.

The generator tripping under self-excitation conditions causes more severe adverse effects

than the immediate self-æxcitations after a load rejection. One obvious fact is that the more

generators remain on the system, the less capacitive load each generator will take after a load

.El

K /-----*

I
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rejection' Tripping offsome generators after load rejections forces the remaining generators to pick

up more capacitive load, and at the sarne time initiates another burst of oscillations between

generato¡ inductance and filter capacitances.

Because the remaining generators have already entered self--exciøtion conditions, the

combined effect of these two phenomena is more severe than that under an immediate

selÈexcitation after a load rejection, ifnegative current is not allowed to fiow in generator exciters.

Sharper system volt4ge increase and much higher reverse voltages induced in the generator

excitation circuit will be the direct results, which cause exciter ci¡cuit flashes and damage to the

thyristor bridges of exciter. ln the same load rejection incident mentioned above, the exciter of one

generator was severely damaged with 12 out of 48 thyristors failed in the short circuit mode [6i].
Figure 5.5.3 shows a simulated case where one generator in a two-machine system is tripped after

the system enters a self-€xcitation condition due to a load rejection. The exfemely high reverse

voltage across the exciter of the remaining generator can be seen clearly from the Fig. 5,5.3.

E If (pu) o \'/f (pu) ,/ 1OO

se

, /ii
erator
I reve ¡e voll

'q,"
{]t lr,.

o o..1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Tirne (sec.)

Fig. 5.5.3 Negative effects of generator trípping under self-excitation conditions

5-6 self+xcitation operating constraint for generators connected to DC lines

It is easy to see that the self-€xcitations in a generating station connected to DC lines could

be avoided by keeping sufficient number of generators in operation, because each of them will take

less capacitive load afær a load rejection. This means that the generators in such a stâtion should

be operated under certain operating consraints taking the self--excitation possibility into account.

1.5

o

-o.5
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Though selÈexcitations in such a station have been known and some problems have been

studied previously, the operating consbaints as affected by the immediate and non-immediate

self-+xcitation considerations for generators operating in such a system have not yet been clearly

defined, These operating consEaints have been derived æ one of the results of this research. The

immediaæ and non-immediate self-+xcitation operating constraints are presented as follows.

The operating consfaint considering immediate self-€xcitation is easy to obtain, Simply

draw a line utilizing the rectifier load characteristic of a DC line (assuming reactive power of a DC

line is equal to 50Vo of the active power of it)

a--Ë+0.5xP

or A'-*+o.sxP
as shown in Fig. 5.6.1. When a generator is operated in the area above this line, there wiil be no

immediate self-excitation danger to the generator afûer a full load rejection ( assuming ep6 : 50Zo

Poc ).

Max. Ir¡u¡o, limit
I

(b) Max. Il limit

non-immediate self--excitation limit

immediate self-+xcitation limit
(Xo> 1)

P=Pse

Fig. 5.6. I Generator self-excitation operating constraints

The operating consraint considering non-immediate self-+xcitations is not as easy as the

above one to obtain. The maximum system ftequency, which could be reached afær a load rejection,

should be considered. There is no simple way to do it. The following describe the steps for obtaining

such a consÍaint for a generato¡,

(5-G1)
in per unit system
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5.6.1 ):

Step 1: Given an active po\{er value Pr" , draw the P = pr. line on the p-e plane ( see Fig.

Step 2: Conduct a full load rejection at this load level pse to obtain the f.r.;

Step 3: Use f^o, V2lXd and (5-G2) to obtain maximum V2l6o allowable immediately after

load rejection. This is to ensure that at f,oo the condition of &(- &oxfJfmajJ < >fu (= Xdoxfmax/fJ

will not be satisfied. If the operating point (P - 0, e) is above this point (p = 0, e = -max(V2lxco)

) after a load rejection, a non-immediate self-cxcitation will not occur

( s-6-2)

Step 4: Draw a straight line based on the load characteristic of rectifìers frompoint e = -max

ry2l&o), i.e.

0.5 x P", ( s-6-3 )

The intersection point of the line drawn in step 4 and the line p - pr" is one @, e) point on

ttre self-excitation operating constaint P-Q curve. If a generator operates above this point, it will
not enter a non-immediate self-excitation condition afær a fulI load rejection. Repeat above steps

for different P - Pr", a P-Q curve can be obtained. Generators should operate above this curve to

avoid entering non-immediate self-+xcitation afær load rejections. This operating constaint is also

shown in Fig. 5.6.1 .

Both immediate and non-immediate self-€xcitation operating consEaints in Fig. 5.6.i are

obtained using the data of the modelled generator of the model system simulated on the

PSCADÆMTDC, Table 5.6.1 shows the relationship between pr" and fo'* of this generator. The

time t for frequency to reach fr* is also included. It is assumed that after a load rejection, the losses

of this generator and the local load is equivalent to 0.05 pu of its rated power. This means that the

load rejected in Pr, = 6.39 Ou is ÂP - 0.25 pu,

"'..(#) -(*)'*

'= 
-(*)'u*.
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Tâble 5.6.1 Relationship of fr"* and Pr"

Chapter_5

P'"(Pu) 0.30 0.55 0.80 0.95

fr"^ ( pu ) 1.14350 1.28780 r.4/û32 1.54961

t (sec. ) 6.32 6.26 6.16 6.02

max(V2lxco) 0.6914687 0.5451902 0.4358398 0.3765304

Fig. 5.6.1 shows that the non-immediate self-+xcitation operating consfaint poses a very

strict limit on the normal operation of generators in such a sysûem in the absence ofa self-excitation

protection system. By installing a self-+xcit¿tion protection system, which can remove surplus

filters when there is a danger of self-excitation after a load rejection, the above self--excitation

operating constraints can be improved.

For generators having negative exciter cunent capability, the installation ofa self-excitation

Protection system can both remove the non-immediate self--excitation operating constraint and

improve the immediate self-+xcitation operating consEaint, assuming it can remove surplus filters

immediately afær a load rejection when a self--excitation ( non-immediate self--excitation cases )

is going to occur or has already occuned ( immediate self--exciøtion cases ). Under immediate

self--excitation conditions, the occunence of system overvolrâge is posþoned by the negative

current capability and there is no danger ofhigh reverse exciter voltage being generated. Thus the

self--excitation protection system will have sufficient time to respond.

For generators without negative exciter cunent capability, the non-irnnediate

self-+xcitation operating consEaintcan be relaxed ifa self-excitation protection system can remove

surplus filærs before a non-immediate self--excitation occurs. However, the immediate

self+xcitation operating constraint still exists and can not be improved by the installation of a
protection system which detects the self-+xcitation and tips surplus filters after a load rejection.

This is because the time delay of the protection system will make generators experience a short

period of immediate system overvoltage and high exciter reverse voltage.

The self--excitation protection system for generators operating in such a generating station,

as well as other related topics, will be further studied and discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

SELF.EXCITATION PROTECTION

6-L lntroduction

The analysis results of some problems related to self--excitations in a generating statior;

con¡ected to DC lines have been presented in the previous chapter. This chapter is focused on the

topics related to providing a proper self-+xcitation proæction system for generators operating in a

generating station connected to Dc lines.

In this chapæ¡ different measures which could be taken to prevent or eliminate

self-+xcitations in such systems a¡e discussed first, Some application problems of a commonly

suggested "low field cunent + overvoltage relay" self-+xcitation pÌotection system are analyzed.

A new predictive self-excitation protection system is proposed based on the analysis results of the

previous chapter. Some considerations in inûegrating this predictive self-+xcitation protection

system into IGPS a¡e discussed in the last section,

6-2 Protecting generators from damage by self-excitations

The surplus filtercapacitive load or insufficient number of generators to absorb these surplus

capacitive VARs is the fundamental cause of self--excitation problems. Increasing both the number

of generators in operation or reducing the filærs in the system could p¡event a self-excitation from

occurring or eliminate a self-€xcitation which has occuned.

As generators can not be st¿¡ted and operated to cary full load immediately after a load

rejection, a sufficient number of generators has to be maintained in the sysæm during normal

operation to prevent self--excitations from occurring. This can be done by always keeping generators

operating within thei¡ non-immediate self--excitation operating conshaints under normal

operations. Howeve¡ as has been discussed in the previous section, this $eatly limits the generator's

normal operating æea and poses a very strict operating constraint in the system operation and

scheduling.

On the otherhand, a sufficient number offilters has to bekeptin the system durjng the normal

operation ofthe system to suppress the harmonics a¡rd at the same time to supply required capacitive
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VARs. Constantly switching filærs i¡ and out when the load changes to keep mi¡imum numbe¡ of

filters in operation may partly, but can not completely, solve the problem. Doing so also shortens

the life-span of filter breakers. Considering that it is the load rejection which makes the filters

become "surplus" in a generating station connected to DC lines, and unde¡ a fulI load rejection there

will be no need to keep fìlters in operation for harmonics suppression and capacitive VAR supplying

purposes, removing surplus filters after a load rejection should be the best way to prevent

self--excitation from occurring or eliminate a self-excitation in such a system.

However, simply tripping off filærs whenever a load rejection occurs will result in many

unnecessary filter trips, because not every loâd rejection will lead to a self--excitation. Intertripping

filters afte¡ load rejections not only delays the reskrt process of an TIVDC nansmission system irr

many non-se1f-+xcitation load rejection cases, but also shortens the life-span of filter breakers.

Removing filters only when there is a real threat of self-excitation is a better solution to the

above problem. This requires installing a dedicated self-+xcitation protection system for generators

opemting in such a system.

6-3 '6low field current + overvoltage relay" self-excitation protection system

"Low field cunent + overvoltage relay" self-+xcitation protection system is a commonly

suggested self--excitation protecrion system [8] I59l t60l [69]. I¡r fact, this is the only one studied

previously.

using an overvoltage relay alone to protect against self--excitations proved to be

inappropriate, To avoid the misoperation ofthe relay under normal temporary system overvoltages,

it requires a relatively high setting. This exposes generators and filærs to self--excitation

overvoltages before the filters are hipped, and the filter breakers will have to operate under

unfavo¡able conditions.

Adding the generato¡ "low field cunent" monitoring feature partly solves the above

problem' Lower overvoltage relay settings can be used \ryhich will enable filters to be tripped at an

early stage of self--excitation. Howeve¡ this sysæm is also operated on the basis of self-excitation

detection, as it only operates when both the low field current condition and system ovewoltage
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condition occur at the same time. This may still expose generators and filters to a short period of

overyolîages before surplus filters are tripped.

As the analysis in previous chapter shows, the system voltage usually cân be kept at the

nominal value by the action of generator excitation ci¡cuits after the load rejections. For generators

without negative exciter cunent capabilit¡ the voltage can be kept at nominal value before the

self-+xcitation occurs. For generators with negative exciter current capability, the voltage can be

kept at the nominal value before the field flux build-up becomes fæter than the field cunent change

contolled by the excitation circuit.

The system voltage could increase very fast under the following two situations: generators

have no negative exciter current capability but immediately become self-+xcited after a load

rejection, generators have negative exciter cunent capability but finally lose their ability to contol

the voltage when the field flux build-up becomes too fast underboth immediate and non-immediate

self-+xcitations.

Any practical self-€xcitation protection system will take some time ( include auxiliary relay

and breaker time which are at least in tens of milliseconds ) to finally trip the filters after its detection

of the self-excitations. From the time the overvoltage relay operates to the time filters are tripped,

the system voltage will be further i¡creased if the voltage increase is very fast. This could cause the

filter breakers to be operated under higher volrâges and expose the system to a short period of

overvoltages befo¡e the filte¡s a¡e removed from the system. Both are not desfuable. Furthermore,

the time delay may already cause damage to the exciters without negative current capability before

the filters are removed, as the exciter reverse high voltage occurs immediately after the load

rejection. These problems are the major obstacles in applying such a protection system. Other than

these problems, there are some othe¡ concerns related to the application of such a protection system.

One concem is its possible misoperation under single generator loss-of-+xcitation.

Generato¡ low field cunent is not unique to self-excitation conditions. When a generator loses its

excitation, it also experiences low field cunent. Tfipping off filærs under a single machine's

loss-of-+xcitation could cause the system volt?ge to collapse, as the generator having no excitation

absorbs a large amount of V¡{,Rs from the system ald tripping off filters further reduces the system
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VAR supply' To avoid false tipping under a single machine's loss-of-field, such a system should

only generaæ a filter trip signal when more than one generator detects low field current. This makes

the system complicated to use.

Another concem is that this protection system may not be practical for a generator using a

brushless excitation system. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to measure the field current of a

generator using a brushless excitation system.

To input field cunent into a static or digital prot€ction system could be a big problem. The

field cunent flowing in the rotor winding is the one which correctly ælls if a generator is

self-exciæd. This is basically a DC signal. How to isolaüe the protection system from the field

circuit, and how to accurately Eansfer this current signal from field winding to the proæction system

are two major problems which have to be solved for a static or digiøt self-+xcitation protection

system. As mostmodern excitation systems are static, measuring AC field currentinstead of DC one

may be a solution. However, to convert AC field cunent back to equivalent DC one will introduce

exEâ time delay for the operation of protection systems, which will expose generators to a longer

period of overvoltages.

Il summary, the main problem of this protection system is caused by its operating principle

of self-excit¿tion detection. From the generator and system protection's point of view, it is better

to trip the surplus filters before the self-+xcit¿tion occurs. This requires a self-excit¿tion protection

system to have the ability of self-+xcitation prediction, such a system has been studied and

developed in this research, and will be presented in the following sections.

64 Predictive self+xcitation protection system

Because of the drawbacks of the "low field cunent + overvoltage relay" self--excitation

protection system, major efforts were made to develop a more suitable self-+xcitation protection

system for generators connected to DC lines. The initial effo¡ts were made to use non-harmonic

oscillating components contained in the after-load-rejection field cur¡ent to predict

self-excitations. The results ofthe study show this method is not feasible. Many useful results have

been obtained in the extensive studies of self-excitation phenomena in such a generating station,

which lead to the development of a predictive self-+xcitation protection system.
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6-4-1 Study of non-harmonic oscillating components

Únitially, the possibility of using non-harmonic oscillating cunent components contained in

the after-load-rejection field current to predict and detect self-+xcitations were studied. By

non-harmonic oscillating components here means that the frequencies a¡e not an integral multiple

of the fundamental system frequency. The non-harmonic oscillating stator cunent components are

the results of the oscillations between generator impedance and filær Ìeactånces initiated by the

sudden load rejection [61]. Each of the oscillating curent components contained in three phase

stator windings produces a pulsating field which can be decoupled into two rotating fields rotating

in the opposite di¡ections. These two rotating fields then produce two non-harmonic oscillating

cunent components superimposed onto the DC field cu[ent. If a non-harmonic oscillating

component contained in the stator currenthas a frequency for., the frequencies of two non-harmonic

oscillating current components in the field cunent will be for" + fo and for. - fo, where fo is the system

frequency.

Analyses and simulations show that it is difhcult to use these non-harmonic oscillating

components contained in after-load-rejection field current to predict and detect self-excitation

conditions. This is because:

( 1 ) The frequencies ofthese oscillating components æe determined by the equivalent generator

inductance and the filær capacitances at the time of load rejection. Thus they are not fixed
values and vary with the system operation conditions.

(z)The oscillations between generator inductance and the filter capacitances are transient

phenomena, thus the magnitudes of these oscillating components decay with time due to

losses,

( 3 ) The non-harmonic characteristic, non-fixed oscillating frequencies and the decaying

magnitudes made it impossible to use the FFT algorithm to extract these osciliating

components, They will be cross-represented in all harmonic vectors of ari F]Fî calculation

if an FFT is performed. Though some frequency zooming and digital filtering techniques

may be used to extract these oscillating components, this will make it difficult to integrate

a protection sysæm using these oscillating components into IGpS.

7l
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( 4 ) More importantly, these oscillating components, if they could be exracted accurately, may

only be useful in detecting load rejections but not in detecting and predicting

self-excit¿tions. These oscillations are a load rejections related phenomenon. They also

exist in non-self--excitation load rejection cæes. Thus these oscillating components hardly

can be used to distinguish self-æxcitation and non-self-excitation load rejections.

Because of the impossibility to use the above technique for self--excitation protection, major

effo¡ts were then directed to the study of the self--excitation phenomenon caused by load rejections

in a generating station connected to DC lines. Several important results have been obtained. Some

ofthem have al¡eady been presented in the previous chapte¡ such as classification of immediate and

non-immediate self--excitations, self-excitation operating consEaints for generators connected to

DC lines, etc.. These resulls lead to the development of a new predictive self-excitation system

which is one of the most important results obtâined in this reseæch. In the following sub-sections,

the algorithms used by this system fo¡ predicting immediate and non-immediate self--excitations

will be presenæd.

G4-2 Predicting immediate self-+xcitations

The immediate self--excit¿tions resulting from full load rejections in a generating søtion

con¡ected to Dc lines can be predicted by utilizing the rectifier's load characteristic.

According to the analysis in section 5.4 and Fig, 5.4.1, if the reactive load Q¡ afüer a full load

rejection seen by a generator is greater than -V2lXd, then this generator will not become self--excited

immediately after a load rejection.

AssumethataloadS=P+jeiscarriedbythegeneratorbeforeafullloadrejection.

Immediaæly after the load rejection, P becomes ze¡o and the reactive power changes from e to e¡
=Q-(50701100)XP(aconservativeconsideration).Thusanimmediateself-excitationcanbe

predicûed by

(6-4-2-1)

using the P and Q during a generator's normal operation. This criterion actually checks to see if the

immediaæ self-excitation operating constraint of a generator in such a system is violated.

{ar-a-o,5x rl .-#
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When a generator enters the above condition during its normal operation and a frill load

rejection occurs, an immediate self-+xcitation, as well as an immediate system overvoltage if exciter

has no negative current capability, will occur. This could be prevented by starting more generators

in the system or removing some filter banks from the system ( if allowed ) until the above condition

is no longer satisfied.

6-4-3 Predicting non-immediate self-excitations

In predicting a non-immediate self-cxcitation, the maximum frequency that a system

reaches after a load rejection is the determining factor.

Extensive simulations were conducted using the modelled system to investigate the

frequency increase pattÊm after a load rejection in such a generating station. Tivo important results

were obtained.

Figure 6'4'3.1 shows the frequency change pattern of three load rejections at different load

levels ( Po - 0.875,0.625 and 0.375 pu ) with the same amount of load rejection ( Âp : 0.25 pu ).

FiS. 6.a3,1 flÐ curves for same Lp but dífferent po

As can be seen from the graph, the th¡ee f(t) curves in the Fig. 6.4,3,r arc only slightly

different. This means that the frequency change pattern after a load rejection is mainly determined
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by the amount of load rejecæd and less affected by the load level carried by a generator before the

load rejection.

The second importårtresult is that the maximum frequency which could be reached, and the

speed of frequency increase after a load rejection a¡e almost in proportion to the amount of load

rejected.

f'no(pu)

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

^P(pu)Fig. 6.4.3.2 fnax - LP curve ( in per unit )

Using the data of Table 5.6.1 in section 5.6, a fr"" - Åp curve can be plotted in Fig .6.4.3.2.

As can be seen from the graph, it is very close to a straight line ( the actual fn'o/Âp is slightly higher

for a larger ÅP than that for a smaller 

^P 
). This means that the maximum frequency fr"* after a load

rejection could be predicted by using ÂP, which is the amount of load rejecæd. using the fmax/^p

at the ÁP - ÁPm*, the f,n* of a load rejection with rejecæd load Âp could be predicted by

0.40.3

À, - 
^P. (g)___* ( 6-4-3-L )

which gives a slightly conservative estimation,

The same is true fo¡ the df/dt curve after a load rejection. Figure 6.4.3,3 (a) shows three f(t)

curves conesponding to three different load rejections with different amount of load rejected ( Âp

- 0.25' 0.5 and 0.75 pu ). The frequency changing part of these three curves, when scaled by the

following equation,
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(Ç4-3-2)

are almost identical. This is particularly so i¡ the initial phase when the frequency is increasing.

Trlãê <.ee.>

( b ) Scaled f( t) curves

Fi7.6.4.3.3 f( t ) curves corresponding to dilferent Lp

The above findings are very useful in predicting a non-immediate self-+xcitation and the

system frequency change after a load rejection. The first finding indicaæs that in predicting

non-immediaæ self-excit¿tions after a load rejection, the effect of load level Po before load

rejection can be neglected and only ÂP is important. using f.*-ÂP curve and f(t)¿p curve, three

-r'rtnè <.êc.)

( a ) Original f ( t ) curves
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import¿nt questions can be answered, i.e. "will a system become self--excited? ", "atleasthow much

filter load should be tripped?" and "how long does it take to self-+xciæ?" after a load rejection.

"\Vill a sysæm become self-cxcited?" can be predicted by frst calculating the critical

frequency f" and the f,no, then comparing f,nr* with f.. If fr"* > f., a non-immediate self--excitation

will occur after the frequency f eventuaüy increases to a value greater than f.. The f. is calculated

from fo and X"o obtained immediately after the load rejection by using (s-4-2). The calculation

of f,,u" is using ÁP and f.u^/ÂP at the Âp,nu* which was described above.

The minimum amount of filters which should be tripped after a load rejection to prevent

self--excitation from occurring can be calculated from these values: f", fr*, fo, X¡o and X"o. To make

f" - fma^, the )Ço should be changed to the value X"

(Ç4-3-3 )

this is equivalent to changhg the capacitive vARs from -v2lxco to -v2lxc at fo in the amount of

xc:x¿o. (#),

^e 
= _",. (* *) (6-4-3-4)

Note that above calculation is based on one generator. When there æe N generators in the

system, the above results should be multiplied by N.

Normally, the capacitive VARs supplied by each filær bank at the fo are known values. So

that by tripping off filter banks with the total vARs greater than the value of N x Àe of equation

( 6-4-3-4 ), a self-excitation could be prevented or eliminated.

Using f. and the f(t)¡p curve, the time it takes from a load rejection to a self--excitation could

also be predicted when fro > f.. only one f(t)¿p curve at the maximum Âp is needed, which also

gives a slightly conservative estimation at a Âp smaller than at the Áp,n*. By multiplying Áp with

f(t)¿p, a curve is obtained for f(t). A¡d the time from load rejection to the time when f : fc can then

be calculated based on this curve.
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Predicting the time needed for a load rejection to become a self-+xcitation may be useful

in increasing the predictive algorithms' accuracy. When a calculated f.* is close to f", the enors

caused by using fr../ÂP at the 

^Pmax 

could result in some uffiecessary filær tips. As it will take

several seconds for the selÊexcitation to occur when a calculated f,no is close to f", the unnecessary

filter trip could be prevented by introducing a time delay and allow the protection system to check

actual system frequency. The time delay should be less than thepredicted self--excitation occunence

time with some safety margin. When large discrepancies a¡e found between the actual system

frequency change and the predicæd one using f(t)ap curve, the prediction should be modified to use

the actual sysæm frequency f(t).

The f(t)ap curve could be sto¡ed in the computer memory so that a table-look-up method

can be used to deærmine when fbecomes equal to or greater than f., Curve-fitting is anotherpossible

solution, but the functions for frtting the f(t)Ap should be carefully chosen. They should enable the

easy conversion of f(t)¿p to t(f/ÂP), so that the time consuming iterating calculations in finding a

"t" for a given f" and ÂP could be avoided. The f(t)¡p curve only needs to store up to the point of
fr"* because only the frequency increase part is useful for self--excitation prediction.

644 Proposed predictive self-excitation protection system

The predictive self--excitation protection system proposed for the frst prototype of IGpS is

based on the above findings. Overall, it consists of two major parts: one is the self-excitation

prediction function implemented in generator protection system, another one is the filter tip
selection device. The self-excitation prediction function contains both immediate and

non-immediate self-excitation prediction fu nctions.

The immediate self-+xcitation prediction part measures generator active and reactive

powers continuously during the generator's normal operation. Itcalculateseù(=e-0.5xp)and
compares it with - v2lxd. when equation ( 6-+2-l ) is satisfied, a waming signal will be sent to

inform the system operators that there is a danger of immediate self-+xcitation should a full load

rejection occur. The signal goes off after the situation is corrected.
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The non-immediate self-excitation prediction part stores X¿o, and frr,,/Ap at the maximum

ÂP ofa generator. Afær a load rejection, the ÁP, fo and X"o are measured and used to calculate the

f" and f,n* with stored X¿o and f,n*/ÂP as described in the previous sub-section.

If f¡¡* > f., a filter trip signal will be generated and sent to a filter hip selection device. At

the same time, the operation of generator prot€ctions are blocked until filters æe tripped and the

system voltage has recovered from the temporary dip. The filter trip signal could be either a simple

binary signal or a signal containing the information as to how much reactive VARs should be

removed, depending on the actual structure and the requirement of the filær trip selection device.

The filær trip selection device is necessâry for the self--excitation protection systems. If
keeps rack of operating status of all filter banks, and calculates capacitive VARs necessary to be

removed by summing up those required by each generator, and decides the number of filters to be

ripped. The filær trip selection device is also needed for a "low field cunent + overvoltage relay"

self--excitation protection system, if it is used to protect generators in such a station. For "low field

culrent + overvoltage relay" self-cxcitation protection system, its filter trip selection device must

calculate the amount of VARs to be changed.

In the above proposed system, the f(t)¡p curve is not used. Though it can be used to further

increase the accuracy ofthe self-æxcitation prediction and avoid some un¡ecessary filter trips, it also

increases the complexity of theprediction algorithm. More studies are needed to determine the value

of incorporating f(t)¡p into the self--excitation prediction algorithm.

6.5 Integrating predictive self+xcitation protection system into IGpS

Figure 6.5.1 shows the functional block diagram of the above proposed self-cxcitation

prediction function to be implemenæd in the generator protection system.
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Fíg.6,5J Functional block díagram ofproposed system

The integration of the predictive self--excitation protection fr¡nction into IGPS is simple. p

and Q are the preprocessing results and the fis measured in the frequency tracking algorithm, thus

they are all readily availabie. The calculations of immediate and non-immediate self--excitation

prediction algorithms are all simple except for the f" calculation which involves a square-root

operation. This could be simplified by comparing ( fmax )2 with ( fc )2 instead of comparing f,nu" with

f. in non-immediate self--excitation prediction. Also X6s can be stored as l/X6o because both

algorithms only use 1/X6o.

With above changes, the calculations of these two algorithms become all multiplications and

subtactions, which can be easily done by the DSp in the first prototype of IGpS.

By inægrating the self-+xcitation prediction function into the IGPS, the blocking generator

tripping task becomes trivial to implement. When it sends signals to trip filters, the operation of
generator loss-of-+xciøtion protection could be blocked at the same time, It will be blocked until

the system voltage recovers from the t€mporary dip. Also as the filærs are tripped before the

self--excitation occurs, the impedance locus will not enter the operating zone of the impedance relays

of a generator loss-of--excitation protection. Both indicate that the misoperation of generator

loss-of-+xcitation protection under self-+xcitation conditions could be effectively prevented.

As mentioned before, the correct operation ofsuch a self+xcitation protection system needs

the support of a filter trip selection device, The device should keep hack of the operating status of
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all filter banks in the station, and trips the appropriaæ number of filær banks when it receives the

filter trip signal from the inægraæd generator protection system.

Comparing the above system with the commonly suggested ,,low field current +

overvoltage relay" self-cxcitation protection system, it overcomes the major drawbacks of a "low
field current + overvoltage relay" system by predicting self--excitation instead of detecting it and

by not using the field cunent. Besides, it can calculate the amount ofcapacitive VARs to be removed

which can not be done by the "low field cunent + overvoltage relay" self-+xcitâtion p¡otection

system. It is also easy to integrate into an integrated generator protection system.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, if such a system is installed, it can improve the

self--excitation operating consEaint of a generator from considering non-immediate

self-excitations to only considering immediaæ self-+xcitalions, no matter whether it is with or

without negative current capability. This makes the system operation and scheduling become more

flexible.
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INTEGRATED PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Chapter_7

7-1 Introduction

Though one of the focuses of this research is to develop a prototype of an integrated generator

protection system, there are many collrmon problems related to integraæd protection systems in

general. These are economic aspects of integrated protection systems versus non-integrated

systems, reliability concems about inægrated protection systems versus non-integrated systems, as

well as what other advantages an integÌated protection system would offer that a non-integrated

would not.

To compare an integrated protection system with all existing protection systems is a very

difficult task. This is due to the fact that existing protection systems utilize different technologies,

such as electromechanical relays, ståtic relays, digital or numerical relays. The comparisons made

in this research are mainly focused on the digital protection systems, as this is the future direction

of protection systems' development. And when a comparison is made, it is assumed that both

integrated and non-integrated systems provide the same protection functions.

By an integrated protection system here is meant one protection system which could provide

all protection and monitoring functions required for a single power system component, such as a

generator, a transformer or a fansmission line. And the system also has some computåtion power

reserved for future modifications and/or additions of new functions. The system accesses all

required input signals and has an unified ouçut circuit,

In the following sections, the first two sections compare the economic aspects and reliability
issues of integrated protection systems with non-integratÊd systems. The last two sections discuss

some other major advantages ofan integrated protection system, as well as the basic requirements

for an integraæd protection system.

7-2 Economical comparison

The economic advantåge of an inægraüed protection system over a non-integrated

protection sysæm is not difficult to understand. In the early protection systems, different relays are
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put into several closely located ( usually are side by side ) cabinets to reduce the cable length and

simplify wirings, as well as for easy maintenance. I¡ a static relay system, moduia¡ structures are

commonly used to make several protection functions share power supply and input signals from

auxiliary crs and PTs. ln a certain sense, these a¡e eæly efforu made by the relay engineers to

integrate protection systems.

When digital protection systems were developed, the economies of an integraæd protection

system over a non-integrated one become more obvious. This is due primarily to the more

complicated stucture of a digiøl protection system. Figure 7.2.1 shows the typical ha¡dware

structure requhed by a digital protection scheme or system.

Fi9.7.2.1 þpícal structure of a dígital protection scheme

All functional blocks in Fig. 7.2.1 a¡e the basic ones for a digital protection to accomplish

its signal input, computation, protection and ouÞut tåsks. when comparing an integrated system

with a non-integrated sysæm using this basic structure, the economic advantages of an integrated

system become obvious.

Take the first prototype of IGPS as an example. The seven main protection and monitoring

functions as well as the self--excitation protection and harmonics monitoring function have been

implemented in it. If each function is implemented using a single function scheme, it would need
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nine of these schemes. With the input signals required for these functions as shown in Table 7 .2.1,

a large amount of hardware will be needed.

Table 7,2,1 Input signals for generator protection functions in IGpS

X: signal being used by this function.

As can be seen from the table, though in total only 11 input signals are used by these

protection functions, 50 auxiliary crs and Prs ( except I¡ which is a DC signal ), 52 anti-aliasing

filters, 52 sample/hold circuits, 9 multiplexers and A"/D converters ( assuming each scheme only uses

one of them ), at least 9 microprocessors and power supplies as well as supporting RoMs, RAMs

and other interface circuits will be needed ifsingle function schemes are used. But for an integrated

system, it uses only 10 auxiliary crs and prs, 1l anti-aliæing f,rlærs, l1 sampte/hold ckcuits, 1

multiplexer and 1 A"/D converter, 1 or more microprocessors and one power supply. This will resuit

in a substantial saving in hardwa¡e expenditures.

In an actual implementation, an integrated system may need to use more powerful cpu
chips, more memory space and so on, while a single function scheme or syst€m could use less

powerful ones. An integrated protection system still is more economical than a non-integrated one

when they provide the same protection functions. This is because the computation power needed

by an integrated system does not increase in proportion to the numbe¡ ofprotection functions which

it includes,

Name of functions

Input signals

Vta V,¡ v¡c I1¿ Itu I¡a Iou In¡ [o" vo Ii
Differential stâtor protection x x x X x x
Current unbalance protection x x x
Loss-of-excitation protection X x x X x x
Motoring condition detection x X x x x x

Over-voltage protection x x x
Over-current protection X x X X x x

1007o ground fault protection x x x x
Self-+xcitation protection x X X X X X x

harmonics monitoring X X X X X x x X X X X
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As will be discussed in the later chapters, in a digital protection system, læge portions of

computation power are spent in the preprocessing computâtions, such as filtering, DFT and FFT

comput¿tions, sequence components computations etc. The preprocessing results are then used by

the protection algorithms to compare with stored settings. In a non-integrated protection system,

these preprocessing computations have to be performed for each of the schemes on their input

signals' In an integrated protection system, the results ofthese preprocessing computations can be

shared by all protÊction functions of the system. Thus the computation power for preprocessing only

needs to be increased slightly. In the above example, an average 6 input signals needs to be

preprocessed for each scheme, while an inægraæd system needs only 1l input signals to be

preprocessed.

The above comparison clearly shows that an integated protection system is much more

economical than a non-inægrated one. Note that they are compared as far as the basic functionalities

æe concemed. When some more advmced flinctionalities æe included in the comparison, an

inte$ated protection system will have definite economic advantages over a non-integrated one.

Some of these aspects will be discussed later in this chapter.

7-3 Reliability comparison

It is generally agreed that an integrated protection system has obvious economic advantages

over a non-integrated one. But when the reliabilities of both systems æe compared, a common

perception is that a non-integrated protection sysæm is more reliable than an integrated protection

system, because the uneconomical redundancy in hardwa¡e and software of a non-integrated

protection system seems to provide it with higher reliability than that of an integrated system.

It is true that if any majorfunctional block shown in Fig. 6.2.1 fails in an integrated protection

system, it could affect more than one or all protection fr¡nctions of the system, while in a

non-integrated system this usually affects only one protection function, Thus if a fault occurs, the

non-integrated system will have a higher possibility to opetate conectly than an integated system.

However, this comparison only compares the dependability of both systems, which is only one

aspect of a protection system's reliability. The reliability of a protection has two aspects:

dependability ( function correctly when required ) and security ( no malfunction when not required
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)' Also this comparison assumes that both systems are used as a one-out--of-one stand-alone

system. When other factors are considered, the conclusion will be different. To compare integrated

protection systems with non-integraûed ones, the following factors should be considered.

The major factors which should be considered æe: (1) A complete protection system for any

important component in a power system normally consists of two independent sub-systems, i.e. the

one--out-of-two dual-sysæm structure is a common practice in protecting important power system

components; (2) All protection schemes ofa non-integrated system in each sub-system sha¡e the

same power supply source and ouçut tripping circuit; (3) consequently a non-integrated

sub-system normally needs to be compleæly shutdown when any one of its protection schemes

needs to be tested, replaced or repaired.

One thing which should be pointed out is that the comparisons made in the following

suþsections are not intended to perform a full range reliability comparison of both systems on a

strict quantitâtive basis. It mainly points out several factors which could greatly affect the results

of the reliability comparisons between the two systems. These factors should be considered for any

detailed comparisons. A full comparison of both systems on a strict quantitative basis could be

another major research project.

7-3-1 When onmut-{f-two dual-system structure is considered

As has been mentioned, it is a common practice of utilities to provide two independent

protection sub--systems for all important components, such as generators, in a power system. The

two protection sub-sysüems usually provide almost the same level of proæction for the component

to be prot€cted, so that sufficient protection could b€ maintained when one ofthem is out-of-service

due to routine maintenance check, tests, repairs or other reasons. This is known as the

one-out-of-two dual-system structure. Thus when int€gated and non-integrated protection

systems are to be compared, it could be assumed that this system structure is always used.

The dependabilities of both systems when one-out-of-one single sub-system structure is

used have been analyzed in the beginning of this section. For this structure, an integrated protection

system shows a lower dependability than a non-integrated protection system, However, by using
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one-out-of-two dual-system sructure, the dependability ofa system using integrated sub-systems

can be improved substantially.

The dependability of a prot€ction system could be assessed using the system failure rate of
a Protection system and the fault rate ofthe protected equipment. Ifa protection system has a failure

rate of p¡"¡ and the protected equipment has a fault rate of p¡"¡¡, then the possibilities for the

protection sysæm failing to trip a fault will be prail X praut. In the following analyses, it is assumed

that any of the schemes in a non-integrated suLsystem will have the same level of failure rate as

an integrated sub-system, as their ha¡dwares and softwa¡es are of the same levels of complexity (

refer to Fig, 7.2.1 ).

Now assuming a suÞsystem has a failure rate of p¡"¡-ru6, then thepossibility for aprotection

system using one-out-of-two dual-system structure to fail will be ( pr"u-suu )2, as the whole system

fails completely only when both sub-systems fail at the same time. Thus by using this sffucrure, a

protection system using inte$ated sub-systems will have a failure raæ ofp¡¿ = pfail_sub X pfait_sub

= 0,0001 if a single system has a failure rate of prail_suu = 0.01. This is a big improvement.

The failure rate calculation ofa protection system using two non-integrated sub-systems is

more complicated than that using integrated ones. Its total failure rate is the sum of its failure rate

for loss of all protections and its failure rate for loss of single function or more fr.¡nctions.

Its failure raæ for loss of aII protections is easy to compute. For example, ifeach sub-system

has N protection schemes and each ofthe schemes in one sub-system is assumed to have the same

failure rate p¡u¡-scheme - pfail-sub of an inægraæd system, then the possibilities for whole system to

fail completely is ( ( pr"il-scr,er" )N )2, which is much lower than a system using integrated ones.

However, its failure rate for loss of a single function o¡ more functions is much higher and

difficult to compute, because there are so many different combinations and each of them has to be

dealt with separately. Though this failure rate will not be computed here, it is easy to see that the

dependability of a protection system using two non-integrated sub-syslems is not as high as

commonly perceived when all failure possibilities are considered.
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Also considering the fact that any one of the important components in a power system only

has a limited fault rate of pr"ut ( e.g. once per year ), i.e. they are not l00zo of the time in the fault

state, the possibilities of failing to trip a fault for a protection system using a dual-system structute

will be even smaller. The above analysis shows that a protection system using a one-out-of-two

system structure with two inte$ated sub-systems could have an acceptable dependability level.

7-!2 When considering power supply source and tripping circuit sharing

The security is another important aspect of a proæction system's reliability, as any false trip

of an importånt component also has a severe impact on the normal operation of the power system.

The failure raæ calculation ofa protection system for the security æsessment here is different from

that for dependability assessment, It is assumed that any functional block in an integrated

suLsystem or in a scheme of a non-integrated sub-syst€m could cause a false trip of the

sub-system. With this assumption, the failure rates of both systems can be computed directly based

on a complete sub-system.

A digital protection system can be divided into four major pa¡ts as shown in Fig. 7.3.2.i:

input circuit, main calculation and protection part, power supply and output fipping logic circuit.

Its failure rate for security assessment thus is determined by the failure rate of these four parts.

power supply source
(pp)

ü'P'

etc.
input circuits

(pi")
main calculation and

protection part

( Pmain )

ouþut aipping
logics

( Pout )

warnl

Fig. 7.3.2.1 Block diagram for system failure rate calculation ( security )

A non-integrated protection system, as analyzed in the economic comparison, has more

input signals ( due to duplication for each scheme ) than an inægraæd one. The complexity of its

main calculation and protection part for each scheme is almost the same as the one used by an

integrated protection system ( as a digital protection syst€m musthave all the basic functional blocks

ng
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shown in Fig,7,2,l to work properly ). Both integrated or non-integraûed system use one power

supply source, but the tripping circuit of a non-integrated protection system is more complicated

than an integrated one. This is because the ouÞut signals ofeach scheme i¡ a non-i¡tegrated system

need to go through a tripping logic pa¡t to be delayed, "ORed" and ,,ANDed,' to form the final

tripping signal, while in an integrat€d system, the tripping logic part can be performed in the main

calculation and protection part.

If above differences are considered, and the following are assumed ( all ',p"s are the failure

¡ates ): (1) all input signal chamels for both sysûems have the same reliability p¡', (2) main

calculation and protection part for each scheme in a non-integraüed syslem has the same reliability

pmain as the one used by an integrated protection system, (3) power supply sources for both systems

have the same reliability po, and (4) the ouçut circuit ofa non-integrated system has a higher failure

rate p6u¡.non-¡.,¡"oate thân pour,inæg¡a¡" that an inægraûed system. As the following calculation shows,

a non-integrated protection system shows a much higher failure rate than that of an integrated

system from the syst€m security assessment point ofview. The failure rate calculated below takes

a system as a whole regardless whether it is an integrated one or not. This is conect when security

is concemed, as any failure in one sub-system could cause a false trip of this suÞsystem.

For an integrated protection sub-sysæm with N input signals, its system failure rate will be

Pìnregrated - N X p¡n * P*oìn * Pp + Pout.ínregrated

When a non-integrated sfucture is used such that it has M schemes and average N' input

signals for each scheme ( M X N' >> N ), its sysûem failure rate will be

Prøn-ìnregrated = M X. Nt X p¡n + M X P^o¡n + Pp + Pout.røn-íntegrcted

It is clear that poon-inægraæd )) pintesrated. This means using a non-integrated structure will
have higher failure rate or shorter MTBF ( Mean Time Between Failure ) than using an integrated

structure, as far as security is concemed.

Though application of self-monitoring circuiUprogram in a digital protection system could

greatly increase the system reliability, there is no guarantee that l00vo of the problems can be

Chapter_7
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detected by the self-monitoring circuiuprogram. Any problem not being detected by the

self-monitoring circuit/program could cause a false trip. If it is assumed that the self-monitoring

circuit/programs work equally well in both integrated and non-integrated systems, then the

percentage of problems not being detected by self-monitoring will be the same for both of them.

As the calculated failure rate of a non-inægrated system is higher than that of an integrâted system,

more false trips could be expected for a non-integrated one. Considering the fact that a protected

component is in normal operation condition during most of its service time, this is a major drawback

of using non-integrated systems,

Furthermore, the commonly used one--out-of-two dual-system structure can not prevent

any false trip of its sub-systems. This makes the above security concerns more prominent for the.

protection systems using non-integrated sub-systems.

The above analysis shows that utilizing integraæd sub-systems could increase the security

level ofaprotection system using one-out-of-two dual-system structure. Other than that, the above

calculated system failure ¡ate also affects both systems' availability when the normal protection

system shutdown procedure is considered, which will be discussed in the next sub-section.

7-!3 \{hen normal shutdown procedure for problem fixing is considered

In practice, if a problem is detected by the self-monitoring circuilprogram of a protection

sub-system, the sub-system will be blocked and a waming signal will be generated. The problem

should be fixed before the sub--system can be put back into normal operation. No matter if a

protection system uses inte$ated or non-integrated sub-systems, the faulty sub-sysûem has to be

shutdown completely to fix the problem. The need to completd shutdown an integrated

sub-system is cleæ. Fo¡ a non-integated sub-system, because all schemes are put into the same or

several nearby cabinets and share the same power supply source in the existing systems, it has to

be completely shutdown to avoid any malfunctions of the system during the repair processes.

when this is considered, and the time needed for fixing any problem is assumed to be the

same both for inægraæd and non-integrated systems, then a non-integrated system will have a

lower availability than an integrated one has, because of its higher failure rate as analyzed in the

previous sub-section.
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The availabitity of a system is defined as [74]

Chapter_?

, MTBFo'ffiF;m
where, MTTR means "Mean Time To Repair". Both integraæd and non-integrated systems could

be assumed to have the same MTTR, but a non-integrated system has a smalle¡ MTBF than an

integrated one, as shown in the previous sub-section. This results in a lower availability for a

non-integrated system.

7-3J \{hen other factors are considered

Besides the above three mâjor factors, there are some other factors which could affect the

reliability comparison results when they are considered.

Among these, another importãt factor to consider is the low cost of an integrated system

which would enable it to use some other reliability enhancement structures. Tlvo of these

possibilities are the two-out-oÈthree system sructure and the duplication of input signals. Both a¡e

seldom considered by a non-integrated system because of the cost involved.

In the past, it is always a difficult balance between the system security and dependability

when certain reliability measures a¡e considered. A common problem is that they hardly can be

increased by the same measure at the same time. The one-out--of-two dual-system stucture

increases system dependability but reduces the security. while the two-out-of-two dual-system

structure suffers low dependability for increasing its security level [75].

The twcout--of-three system structure provides a much better compromise between the

system security and dependability compared to the above two system structures [75]. If the cost is

acceptable, the application of such a structure provides much higher reliability than the above

structures.

Besides, duplication of input circuits could further increase the system reliability level.

Some statistics [75] show that most of the protection system failures are caused by the input circuit

and ouput circuit problems, such as PT open circuit, output auxiliary relay contâcts problems, etc.

Duplication ofthe input signal circuit increæes the reliability of the input chcuit, and makes it easy
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to detect a faulty inputchannel. The costofusing a duplicaæd input signal structure is not acceptable

for a non-integrated system, but could be considered for an integratÊd system. Take the ffust

prototype of IGPS as an example, with duplicated input signals, it will have 22 input signals, which

is still less than a single non-integrated system,

In conclusion, when all of the above factors are considered, a complete protection system

using integraæd protection systems has a higher security level and higher availability than the one

using non-integrated systems. Its dependability tevel could be improved to an acceptable level when

a one-out-of-two dual-system structure is used. Furthermore, the overall sysæm reliability level

of an inlegraæd system could be improved by adopting some other reliability enhancement

measures as discussed above.

74 Other advantages of integrated protection systems

There are many other advantages of using an integrated protection system over a

non-integrated system, notjust the economical one which has been discussed in 7-2. One important

advantage, which is the primary goal of the development of an integrated generator protection

system, is that it provides a solution fo¡ later system modification and addition of new functions.

Among others, the most important ones æe the much better fault recording trnction, the support for

high level resources sharing, the great potential to implement more complicated protection and

monitoring functions, and the ability to int€grate some other measurement and confrol functions.

7-4-1 Better fault recording function

Fault recording function or disturbance recording function has become a "must-have"

fi'¡nction for almost aU digital protection systems. The built-in fault recording function in digital

protection systems proves to be very useful in post-fault analysis of system disturbances and the

performance analysis of the protection system itself. It also allows new relay algorithms and new

relays to be æsted using recorded fault waveforms which is also very useful.

The fault recording firnction ofa non-integraæd protection system has two main problems.

One is the clock synchronizing problem and the other one is the unnecessary repetitive recording

of the same signals.

91
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For a non-integrated protection system, to synchronize all the clocks in all the schemes is

a very difficult, if not an impossible, task. The problem exists even when highly stable crystal

oscillators a¡e used. As we know, many events ofa system disturbânce and the relay responses occur

very fast in a very short time period ( in tens of ms ). Thus to be able to determine the sequence of

events conectly' high time resolution ( less than 1 ms ) is required for the fault recording function

ofproæction sysæms, Slightly out-of-syncfuonization ofthese clocks, say 10 ms, between different

schemes, could result in false conclusions being drawn in the post-fault analysis.

The problem may be solved by installing a separate fault recording system, which records

all input signals and relay operating stâtes, so that there will be no clock synchronization problem

existing for these schemes. But this solution has its own problems.

Fi¡st, it is difficult for a separately installed fault recording system to obtain some internal

ransition stâtes and some intermediate calculation results for the protection schemes of a

non-integlated protection system. These intemal transition states and intermediate calculation

results may become very important for the post-fault analysis and relay performance evaluation

under certain cases. Secondly, itrequires additional capital cost for such a recording system and may

require additional CTs, PTs, and wirings. Also, the fault recording starting algorithm of a separately

installed system is almost as complicated as a protection system, because it can not rely on the relay

signals from the protection system to start its fault recording ifit wans to be operated independently.

This may make a separate fault recording system become as complex as an integrated protection

system. Thus installing a seParate fault record system is not a good solution to solve clock

synchronization problem.

Besides the clock synchronizing problem, the unnecessary repetitive recording of the same

signals is another major problem for the fault recording function of a non-integrated proteotion

system.

To form a complete fault record, each scheme in a non-integrated protection system must

record all of its input signals and the protection function operating states, When no separate fault

record system is installed and the clocks ofthese schemes æe not synchronized, recording all input

signals is very important, because it offers a means for adjusting the time difference between
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different schemes by comparing the input signals. This, under some cases, could avoid false

conclusions to be drawn.

But this will result in a large volume of multiple fault records forjust one fault event, which

are ufftecessary for most cases. The total record size is almost in propoftion to the total number of
input signals beingrecorded ( repetitive ones count as N ifit is recorded N times ), because protection

function operating states occupy only a very small portion of a fault record, The large volume of
multiple fault records for just one fault event causes problems in fault records a¡chive and

management.

Compared with non-integrated proteclion systems, the fault recording function of an

inte$ated protection system does not have the above problems, as long as the protection system

provides enough fault record space to accommodate the required fault record data. Providing large

fault reco¡d memory is not a problem today, as high-density low-+ost memory chips are widely

available. This is a big advantage for using an integrated protection system.

Clock synchronizing is not a problem in an integraæd protection system, as all events a¡e

recorded on the same time base. A sepæate fault recording system is not requked, as with

dual-system architecture the faultrecording functions ofeach a¡e backing-up each other. There will
be no multiple fault reco¡ds and there is no need to further duplicate the record ofany input signals.

This could result in subståntial reduction in fault record volume, which makes it easy for archiving

and managing fault records.

7-4-2 Resources shar¡ng

Among majoradvantages of an inte$ated protection system, an important one is that it offers

a great potential forresources sharing. The resource here include computer hardwares and softwæes,

such as hard disks, monitors, printers, as well as sophisticated analysis, display and database

programs, etc.

A, most notable development in the pæt few years in computer technologies is the

networking technology. Any computer which hæ the network capability can be comected to a
network and shæe all the resources available on that network,
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However, to have network capability for a computer is not without cost. Special network

ha¡dwa¡e and software supports are needed for the computer wishing to corulect to a network, Also

the computer itself must have enough memory space to be able to run on the network satisfactorily

and properly. The cost will be at least in hundreds of dolla¡s and possibly more depending on the

network capability requirement.

To provide better man-machine inærface to protection systems directly with monitors,

prinærs and hard disks has proved to be too costly, both for inægraæd and non-integrated protection

systems. That is the main reason that mostpresent-day digital proæction schemes and systems only

use very simple LCD displays and a very small keypad, But the functionality is also affecæd by

doing so.

hoviding an integrated protection system with network capability will cost less than

providing it with hardware and software resources directly. But for anon-integraûed system, the cost

is still high as the network capability has to be provided to each scheme of the system.

Considering the trend in power utilities today is towards (1) the utilization of open-system

architecture, which is stongly network based, in all major compuûer applications, such as

SCADA/EMS, LMS and Database systems, for information sharing and easy upgrade, (2) the

integration of planning, operation, conrol and protection functions, the network capability of a

protection system could become another must-have function in the next few years.

With the network capability, the next generation protection systems will be able to use many

more advanced technologies, such as visual ¡elay characteristic analysis, visual setting adjusÍnent,

visual relay setting coordination, remote access fault records datåbase, remote pooling relay

operating stâtus, run sophisticated simulation softwares remotely while working at the substations,

.'. the list can go on and on. In this sense, an integrated protection system has definite advantâges

over a non-integrated system,

7J-3 Easy to implement more complicated functions

Another major advantage of using an integrated protection system is that it offers a great

pot€ntial to implement more complicated protection and monitoring functions. one area an
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integrated system can accomplish is its integration ofthe tripping logic part ofa protection system

into the main calculation and protection part.

If divided based on the fi.¡nctionality, a proæction system has three major parts as shown in

Fig' 7 '4.3.1, i.e. measurement, comparison and tipping logic parts. Required electrical quantities

are first measured and then compæed with the settings. The results of these comparisons need to go

through a tripping logic circuit to form the final tripping signals in a non-integratÊd sysrem. This

is because to form a fi¡al tripping signal usually requires more tåan one comparison result. It was

noteasy to design ormodify a tripping logic circuitfor a non-integrated system,Itwas also the major

part prone to human errors and reliability problems for a non-integrated system.

ll
wamrngs

measurement companson tripping logic
ï)II T-

I

integraædnon-integrated
settings

v, 1

Fig. 7.4.3.1 Functional block diagram ol a protection system

ln an inægrated system, the tripping logic part can be inægrated into the main calculation

and protection part, as all comparison results of different protection functions are available there.

This makes implement¿tion and modification of tripping logic of a protection system become easy.

A¡d mo¡e complex tripping logic could also be considered as no ha¡dware cost will be involved.

One of the other æeas the integrated system will be sFong in is the implementation of
adaptive Protections, which are under active studies. A survey shows that the concept of adaptive

relaying is widely accepted by the utilities [80]. An adaptive protection algorithm usually requires

more input signals and other information. With all input signals accessible and resources sharing of
the network capability if it is provided, an adaptive algorithm can be easily implemented in an

integrated system. One example could be the generator overload p¡otection.

As we know, the present generator overload protection mainly considers the overheating

caused by the extended generator st¿tor overcurrent. But there are mariy other heat generating
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sources that will also cause generator temperature to increase, such as current unbalance and

harmonics. These heat genemting sources may existatthe same time so that the temperature increase

is not determined by the overcurrent only. Also the actual temperature rise in a generator is not only

determined by heat generating sources, but also the ambient temperature, actual generator i¡ternal

temperature when additional heat generating sources occur, efficiency ofcooling system and so on.

Thus an ideal overload protection should consider the combined effect of all these factors.

A comprehensive têmperature increase model should be studied and established. A more

appropriaæ overload protection algorithm, which can automatically adapt to different situations,

should also be developed on the basis of such a model. As current measurement, harmonics

measurement and cunent unbalance measurement functions have all been included in an integrated

generator protection system, the comprehensive overload protection function should have less

difficulty to be implemented in it. But for a separate overload protÊction scheme, it may involve

major efforts in adding harmonics measurement, current unbalance measurement and other

functions or the development of a new scheme.

The above analysis shows that with all input signals accessible and the resources shared,

more complicated functions can be easily implemented in an integrated system.

I¡ conclusion, an integrated protection system has obvious advantages in many areas over

a non-integrated system. It should become the main direction in the development of future

protection systems.

7-5 Basic requirements of an integrated protection system

The following basic requirements are necessary for fully realizing the advantâges of an

integrated protection system.

1' Input all signals required for protecting an important equipment in power systems. This

will result in a standard auxiliary cr and PT circuit design, and no need for rewiring when some

protection function needs to be modified and./or new protection functions need to be added.

2. Sufficient ha¡dware capability. In an inægraæd protection system, the hardwa¡e for the

main preprocessing and protection part should be designed to have sufficient computation power
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not only to be able to perform and implement standard protection and rnonitoring functions, but also

have some reserve computation powers for future changes and new fr¡nction additions. With this,

the work of modifying implemented functions or adding new functions could bereduced to changing

only parts of software, which will greatly reduce the cost and the time involved fo¡

modificatio¡/addition.

3. Provide suitable network capability, The advantages ofproviding network capabilities to

anyprotection system has been discussed in section 7 -Ç2. Ttns capability should be built into future

integrated protection systems.

When an integrated protection system possesses these characteristics, it will have definite

advantages over the non-integrated ones,
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IGPS HARDWARE

Chapter_8

8-1 Introduction

Selecting a proper hardware platform is critical for developing a practical integrated

generator protection system.In selecting aproperhædware platform, there æe many considerations,

such as the cost, computation por er, system architecture, high level computer language suppoft,

system development tools, upgrading ability, and so on. Among them, the cost and the computation

power are the two most important ones. Without sufficient computation powel, the system would

not be able to accomplish its tasks. On the other hand, if a selected hardware platform is powerful

enough but costs too much, it would not be used.

The early development of digitâl protection systems in the 1970s and 1980s was greatly

affected by these two factors. The powerful hardware, such as mini-computets, were too costly to

be used by a digital protection system. While the costs of microcomputers or microprocessors were

acceptable, they can only offer very limited computation power.

The computer technologies have advanced substantially in the past ten years. The

computation power of cunent microprocessors is approaching the computation power of
mini-computers in the 1970s and early 1980s, At the same time the price of these chips is kept at

a reasonable level of several hundred dollæs. During the same period, another major advancement

of computer technologies was the development of Digital signal processors ( DSps ). The DSps

typically have a hardware multiplier built in , and have pæallel processing capability. This made it
most suitâble for computation intensive applications, such as real-time digital signal processing.

Since the late 80s, floating point DSPs have also become commercially available, which greatly

expands the application areas ofDSPs, The DSPs have also found their applications in the digital

protection systems, as these systems require substantial computation power.

state-of-the-art cPU and DSP chips are used in the fi¡st protorype of IGps. The cost of the

hædware platform being used is about $ 1,500 at the time theprojectwas started, which is acceptable.

The major objectives of implementing the frst prototype of IGPS on this hardwæe platform are to
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find out "if this hædware platform is powerful enough for a practical IGPS?" and "if it still lacks

power, what level of computation power the next hardwa¡e platform should be looking for, while

keeping the cost at the same level?". These will be discussed in the following sections.

8-2 Hardware platform used by the first prototype of IGPS

In selecting ha¡dwæe for the fust prototype of IGps, the two main factors we¡e frst
considered, To be able to make a replacement option for existing generator protection systems in

the Northern Collector Sysæm, the cost of the ha¡dware to be used witl be a determining factor.

There a¡e a total of 22 generators in Kettle and Long Spruce generating stations. To provide two

protection systems to each generator requires a total of 44 such systems. The number required will
be more than 44 when spare units æe included, Sufficient computâtion power is required by the

system, as not only the standard generato¡ protection functions, but also some special protection

functions, need to be implemented. Those added special protections, particularly the harmonics

monitoiing function, require substantial computation power.

At the begiming of this research, there wæ a piece of hardware, called ,,Adaptive

Microprocessor ProtÊction system ( AMPS )" board, available. It was developed by a graduate

student to serve as a common ha¡dwæe platform for different protection projects of Manitoba

Hydro. This board contains aNEC 77230 chip which is the fi¡st commercially available 32-bit

floating pointDigital Signal hocessor ( DSP ). The chip can perform a32bitby 32biT floating point

multiplication and up to 11 operations in pæallel in one single instruction at 150 ns clock speed (

6.6 MHz ), The board also has a 32 bit Moto¡ola 68000 CpU on it as a master processor,

. Including both ÐSP and CPU on the original AMPS board is i¡tended to utilize the sgength

of both chips and avoid their weaknesses.

A normal cPU, such as MC 68000, is sfrong in logical operation, fixed point addition and

subEactions. It also has a well designed intemrpt handling system ( including stack mechanism and

multiple intenupt input levels ) and diverse addressing methods, It is good at general purpose

applications such as logical confol, timed sequence conrol, structured data manipulation and so on.

h these applications, multiple inærrupts and diverse addressing modes normally are required. It is

also good at applications involving onty fixed point addition and subtractions. But when it comes
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to the multiplications, divisions and floating point additior/subtraction operations, the performance

of a normal CPU is very unsatisfactory. Besides, most of the instructions of a normal CPU t¿ke more

than one clock cycle to be executed,

On the other ha¡rd, a DSP is much faster than the normal CPU at multiplications and floating

point caldulàtions, Ithas a ha¡dware multiplierbuilt in and can perform one multiplication in parallel

with some other operations in one clock cycle. Ifa DSP supports floating point operations, it can

perform au atove operations:in floating point format without requiring any extra time. But the

problem of most- DSPs, including the NEC 77230, is that they are designed specifically for digitat

signal processing. The architeçture ofthese DSPs is optimized to best conduct digital filûering, DFI,
FFT as well æ other digitål signal processing algorithms, The result of such optimization is thatthese

DSPs a¡e weak in the areæ where the normal CPUs a¡e strong, such as interrupt handling, structured

data manipulation and logical operations.

By including two powerful chips, the AMPS board is able to utilize the strength of both chips

and avoid thei¡ weaknesses. At the time when ttre IGps project was started, it was very powerful

compared to some other boæds, and more importantly it cost only about $1,500/board to build. It
was chosen to implement the. fhst prototype of IGPS, as it met the two main considerations in
selecting a hardware platform for the IGPS.

The AMPS boa¡d does not have network capability, but can communicate with a PC through

its serial port' The PC functions to provide man-machine interface and store fault records for the

original AMPS board. As the main objective of building up a prototype is to verify the compurâtion

power required by the IGPS, tlús structure does not geatly affect the results of this feasibility study,

But the network capability should be considered in the ñ¡ture development of a practical IGpS.

8-3 Structure of AMPS hardware

Figure S'3' 1 shows the functional diagram of an original AMPS boæd. It is divided inro two

major parts: the DSP part and thê main cPU parr. The dual port RAM links the DSp and the main

CPU so that preprocessing data can be passed from the DSP to the main CPU. The input circuit is

conrolled by the DSR while the multi-function interfacing chip MC 68901 is controlled by the main

CPU.
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Analog signal inputs from
output confoisauxiliary CTs anp PTs

Communicatè with PC

.. :. _ ..

Fíg. 8.3.1 Block diagram of AMpS hardware structure.::

The basic functions oîthese blocks.a¡e as follows:

( 1 ) NEC 77230 ( Digital Signal Processor ): This is the first commerciatly avaìlable DSp having... ,, . . .:.. .
floating point operation capability. All insructions a¡e executed in one main clock cycle of

150 ns ( 6,6 [,ffl2 clock speed ). It can perform one 3 2x 32bit fToatng point multiplication

along with a 32 bit floating point additior/subtaction, as well as other operations in parallel

in one instruction. Depending on the instruction executed, up to 11 operations can be

performed in one jns$¡cúion.-It can:handle only 2 inæmrpt inputs, one is maskable and one

is not. There is no built-in stack me¿hanism fo¡ intemrpt handling. The chip comes in two

versions, oneis programmable withabuilt-in EpRoM and another one is notprogrammable

but has a built-in library of subrourines in its on-chip ROM.
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( 2 ) MC 68000 ( Cenral Process!¡rg Unif):. T_his is a trpe 32-bit common CpU, It can perform

32-bit fixed point additior/subtaction and multiplication/division, logical operations, and

some other operations. One instruction can only accomplish one operation, and usually takes

more than one CPU ciock cycie to fiiùshris execi¡iiirn ( a multiplication/division t¿kes more

than 10 clock cycles to finish ). It has a versatile addressing system supporting different
. . .t:..). '.; .,. ,'i. ¡ -i. ii_.! . 1.-;:-,

addressing modes, and a srong multi-level intemrpt handling sysæm. Its clock speed was

6.6 Ìvftlz in the original o¡iginal g},qp,þoard, but was changed to 1l MHz in the first

prototype ofIGPS,

j '. :.'

( 3 ) MC 68901 ( Multi-function feripfrerai Uriìi ¡: This chip provides a number of funcrions. It
has an intemal intenîpt conn'oùår whicli(rcan þiioritize 16 intenupt inputs and send a

conesponding interrupt request to one of the seven MC 68000 intemrpt levels to which it
is con¡ected. It also has an 8-bit gengrql.plrpose inpuloutput interrupt port which may be* tbr: g:rr,-"'r,1| p"urp ose input

operated as either inputs or gu.tpilts under software contol. These inpuvouput lines may

optionally generate * inærropt on 
"itir", 

á poririu. or a negative transition of the input

signal. Four 8-bit timers are provided in the chip;'which can be used to generate periodic

inter¡upts, measure.elapsed timç,.an4,cqunt signal fransitions. Tlvo of them also have

waveform generation 
. 
.' capability.', ,A :- universal synchronous/asynch¡onous

receiver-tansmitter ( US{$T ) is built into the chip. It is a singte full-duplex serial charmel

with a double-buffe. rçd. receiver.ênd transmitter. This chip provides the necessary

interfacing functions for the main CPU. The serial communication link between the board

and a PC is also provided by this chip.
i )i 

--iìì. 
"i:..i

( 4 ) Anti-atiasing filærs: These æe low-pass fiiærs. Ttrey are used to filter out high frequency

harmonics and white'noise. AccordüTg to the Nyquist Theorem, the sampling frequency

must be twice as high as o¡ highe¡ than the highest frequency component contained in the

signal. Else, frequency aliasing.$rll opc.ur.

( 5 ) Sample/hold circuitt To reduce the co¡l -q4ly one A"/D converter is used. This ci¡cuit allows

all signals to be sampled at the same moment, which is very important for obtaining the

t02
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correct phase angle relationships b€rwee¡.differcÌ\t sjg.qîls. Thç sampled signals are held

until converted by the A,/D convenp¡ one,by one.

( 6 ) Multiplexer: used to select one inpi¡t qlgnal 4t a time,lqçpnneot to the A./D converter.

(7 ) ND converter: This is a 12 bit A,/D conve.4er 14,D514.,1tbe 4/-D conversion time is 12 ¡ts.

( 8 ) clock generator: It generâtes a proppr çloc1c prlse,fo¡¡9¡¡pl functioning of DSp and cpu.

( 9 ) Duaþort RAM: This is a fast RAM whicb c4n be 4{{çssed both by the DSp and CpU. It
serves as t}le extemal RAM fo¡ theDSP, In thg original Alytrs board, this RAM is also used

as the DSP's program RAM, As fo¡ the CFU, tlrÌ¡ g.d\{$r¡nçti9ns as a normal RAM. The

size of this RAM is I kB.

( 10 ) Data RAM: Most of irs space is.used as f¡plt,rgcor$ þgffer,.It also provides space for

communication buffers and the cP-u prog¡arn-s. ,yariqb.l9q,_T!re total space of it is 64 kB.

( 1 1 ) Program RoM: In the original AMps board, both,thacxlt's aad DSp's program are stored

in this ROM, At power up, the main Cfu.will !oa{.þ,.D.gp's,program into the duaþort
RAM and start running the DSP. In the fl1frçtprototypqg|.l-e.p$;.ttre DSp,s program has been

put into the DSP's own on-chip EPROM, so ,tl¡qt o,.nt, y-the main cpu's program is stored in

this RoM. The size of this RoM iç-,determined by, thp RpM chips to be used. The size of
it could be 8 kB to 32 kB.

The original AMPS board was designed to {ivjde,lhq prgsprocgssing and main algorithm

calculations be¡veen the DSP and the main,CpU, To,¡,n$e1.sþr¡d $p functioning of each part, let us

first look at the normal process of IGPS reJay shown in Fì g, g.3.2,

In the Fig 8.3.2, the first three procpsses , arq ' cgllg{. preprocessing. The purpose of
preprocessing is to convert input signals into- the requ.ired data foqat which can be used by the relay

algorithms. As shown in the Fig. 8.3.2, theseproce$gc mgstse g,a¡.e þfgre their results can be used

by relay algorithms, thus the name preprocessing. xhe pre.p¡o,qe,Eing-44d the computation of relay

functions can only be done sequentially.
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sample/hold and A"/D fìlæring, DFÎ,

further calculation

protÊction algorithms and
tripping logic. fault record
program, etc.

Fig. 8.j.2 Flowchart of normal progrøm procedure

In a digital protection scheme or system, the preprocessing is the most time consuming pãr

of the whole program. This is because filtering, DFr, FFT, magnitudes, sequence components

calculations as well as other calculations involve extrensive numerical operations, especially

multiplications, divisions, square-root operations, and triangle function calculations. After the

results of preprocessing are obtåined, most of the protection fr¡nctions may only involve simple

comparisons ofmeasured electrical quantities with stored settings and some logical operations, thus

require very little time.

The original AMPS board design emphasizes sepæating the time consuming preprocessing

part from the main protection functional part. This is due to the fact that the DSp is generally good

at numerical calculations and the CPU is generally good at comparison and logical operations. The

above processes shown in Fig. 8.3.2 are divided as follows in the frst prototype of IGps.

The DSP chip conEols the A./D conversion and performs all the preprocessing. The task of
frequency facking was also done by the DSP chip because the anti-aliasing filters and the

Sample/Hold ci¡cuit are under its control,

input signals

*discrete

digital
signals

*vectors

*sequence components
*active & reactive power
*magnitudes
*impedance etc,

*tripping signals

*warning signals

*fault records
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The main CPU MC 68000 was used to implement the protection and monitoring functions

as well as fault record function. It also sends out control signals for tripping and waming, and

contols other peripherals to communicate with the outside world such as a pC.

The DSP and main cPU programs æe run independently. The data exchange is through

dual-port RAM and it is initiaæd by the inæmrpt signals. The preprocessing results are put into

dual-port RAM by the DSP after it finishes the calculations, and an intemrpt signal is sent to the

main CPU to inform it that daø is ready. The main CPU responds to the intemrpt signal by reading

data from the dual-port RAM into normal data RAM, and then performs protection and monitoring

fi.¡nctions as well as the fault record function on these datå.

84 Modifications of original AMpS board

The initial goal for the first prototype of IGps is to use a 32 point/cycre sampling rate, so

that a 32 point FFT can be conducted on each of 1 I input signals to obtain up to the 15th harmonic.

Also all the computations, including preprocessing and protection algorithms calculations, were

hoped to be updated at a Íatg of at least !/4 cycle, preferably 1/g cycle in the system operating

frequency range of 45 - 90 Hz for fast response of the system.

Al original AMPS boa¡d was wire-wrapped at the beginning of the project, based on the

original AMPS board design. After the project was started, itwas soon found that the original AMpS

board, though it is powerful, is not powerful enough to accomplish all the tasks with above

specifications. Efforts were made in the hardware modifications and softwæe optimizations to

further enhance the capabilities of the original AMPS boa¡d. The following details the main

modifications to the original AMPS boa¡d. The softwæe optimizations will be presented in the next

chapter.

(1) use programmable NEC 77230 chip instead of non-programmable one. The original AMpS

board uses a non-programmable NE C77230 chip to reduce the cost ofbuilding such a board.

The non-programmable NEC 77230 chip comes with a preprogramed sub¡outine library in
the non-programmable RoM inside the chip, which can be called by the user programs in

the external memory. No user program can be stored in the chip. For the programmable NEC

77230, ithas a programmable EPROM which does not conrain the subroutine library. The
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user program can be stored in the EPROM of the chip. Because the data readlwrite and the

extemal instruction fetch both use the DR ( data register ) and AR ( address register ) of the

NEC 77230, the execution of a non-programmable NEC 77230 is much slower than that of

a programmable one and it was therefor replaced by a programmable NEC 77230.

(2) Make non-maskable interrupt input of NEC 77230 maskable. A major drawback of NEC

77230 is that it does not have a "ståck" mechanism that most cornmon cpus have fol
intem:pt handling, It only has two intem:pt inputs, one is maskable and another one is not.

without stack, the non-maskable intem.rpt can not be used for common purposes but only

for fatal failure handling. IGPS project needs to use at least two normal maskable inæmrpts

to run the program more efficiently. A small circuit was added to the original AMPS board

to make the non-maskable intemrpt input become maskable.

(3) Raise main clock speed of the Mc 68000 from 6.6 MHz to 1l MHz. In the original AMpS

boa¡d, the Mc 68000 shares the same system clock at 6.6lvfttz with the NEC 77230 to

simplify the circuit design. 6.6 MHz is rhe maximum speed the NEc 27230 DSp can run.

But for the Mc 68000, it could be run up to lzl'tfrlz.Ir was found that 6.6 MHz is not

sufficient for the MC 68000 to perform all the tasks required for IGPS. Anothe¡ clock circuit

was successfully added to the boæd to make the MC 68000 run at 11 MHz clock.

Besides the speed increasing enhancements, some other changes were made to the original

AMPS boa¡d to improve its functionality. These changes include adding a battery-backed RAM
with a time-keepe¡, and a protection operating stâtus displaying ctcuit.

The battery-backed RAM is used to store settings of protection fr¡nctions and some other

importânt data, This simplifies the power-up process of the first prototype of IGpS and allows it to

be operated more independently. The settings of the protection functions in IGPS need to be changed

from time to time. It can not be put into the builçin EPROM of the DSp chip as this will require

the EPROM to be re-programmèd every time a setting needs to be changed. putting these settings

in normal RAM or dual-port RAM will require the PC to send correct settings to the board every

time the system is powered up. This requires a pc always linked to it when it is powered up. The

battery-backed RAM solves this problem.
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The battery-backed time-keeper enables the fìrst prototype of IGPS to keep an accurate time

without getting it from the PC. In the original AMPS boa¡d, the date and time has to be sent by the

PC to the boa¡d every time it is powered up, else it will have wrong date and time t¿gged to the fault

record. Adding a battery-backed time-keeper solves this problem.

The original AMPS boa¡d does not have any display circuit for displaying protection

function status. It is not convenient to conduct debugging ard tests for the fhst prototype of IGPS

without the protection status displaying circuit. The operations of different protection functions

would have to be checked by examining the fault records, which is not easy to do without proper

softwa¡e support. Even with some powerful fault record displaying software, it is still fast and

convenient to use a status displaying circuit while conducting the tests, as during the tests the most

important thing to know is if the system correctly Ìesponds to the different faults.

The added protection status displaying circuit uses LEDs to display operating status for all

the proûection functions implemented in the fust prototype of IGPS. For protection functions

operated on each phase, additional status displaying LEDs were used to indicate the operating ståtus

for each phase of this protection function.

Though the hardware modifications and the software optimizations increased the

capabilities of the original AMPS board substantially, the modified original AMPS board is still

short of the power to accomplish all the tasks of the IGPS with the original specifications,

particularly for the DSP chip. Fig. 8.4.1, illusrates the problem.
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interrupt pulses which æe generated each time a sample value is brought in fiom the A,/D converter.

Note that only the fundamental component's magnitude of all signals are calculated, except the three

phase terminal voltages (Va, vb and vc), the neufal voltage (vo) and the field cunent (If) for which

up to 2nd (If) or 3rd (Va, Vb, Vc and Vo) harmonics magnitudes are calculated, This means that the

harmonics monitoring function will not be able to be implemented. The waveform is recorded at the

system ftequency of 80 Hz. Even with the t¿sks reduced, the DSP chip is stilt short of the power to

work properly to cover an upper frequency of 90 Hz. It can only run properly up to g6 Hz which is

below the desired upper frequency limit.

It was found that reducing the sampling raæ to 16 points/cycle and using an updating rate

of 1/4 cycle will allow all required protection functions of IGPS to be performed, This can be seen

clearly from the Fig. 8.4.2 which shows another recorded DSp timing with 16 samples/cycle

sampling rate. The DSP chip now can perform all required calculations and work properly up to f
= 98 Hz at the updating rate of 1/4 cycle. This sampling rate and the updating rate are thus adopted

in the current IGPS prototype..
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The reduction of sampling rate does not affect the imprementation of IGps protecrion
functions excopt fo¡ the ha¡monics monitoring function, which is partially affecred. with a 16
poinvcycle sampling raæ, only up to the ?th harmonics can be obhined. The software structure is
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not greatly affected by the sampling rate reduction either due to the following facts: (1) The FFT

subroutine can be used by either a 16 point or a 32 point FFT. This is because the FFT subroutine

is designed to be used by the FFTS with the number of input points being a power of 2. (2) other
sampling rate related calculations, such as harmonics magnitude calculation, are all designed to have

two cascaded loops' The inner loop is the same for all harmonic components and the outer loop

confrols ho\{ many harmonics are to be calculated. Thus it can be eæily adjusted to different

sampling raÛes. In fact, the software development is started using a 32 poinvcycle sampling rate but

laüer changed to use the sampling rate of 16 point/cycle.

With all the hardware modifications and software optimizations, as well as the changed

sampling rate, the modified original AMPS board now offers the following capabilities for the first
prototype of IGPS:

In the DSP part, it can sample up to 16 input signals at the rate of 16 points/cycle; it can

perform a 16 point FFT on up to 12 input signals; it also can calculale other quantities using the FFT
results, such as magnitudes of harmonic and fundament¿l components, sequence components,

active and reactive powers, and impedances. All the calculated results cân be updated every 1/4

cycle in the system operating frequency range from 45 to 90 Hz.

In the main cPU part, it can fansfer all the results from dual-port F,{M to its own RAM,
perform all seven main protection and monitoring fi¡nctions, harmonics monitoring function ( up

to 7th harmonics )self-+xcitation protection function as well æ fault record function in 1/4 cycle in
the system operating ftequency range from 45 to 90 llz. It also communicates with a pC to receive

settings and send fault records while performing above tâsks.,

Ottrer than the AMPS boa¡d modification and the software optimization, the modified
AMPS board, the auxiliary PTs & crb and the power supply of the system were all put into two metal

boxes for easy test and field installation.

8-5 Selecting a more powerful hardware platform for future IGpS
Although the modified original AMPS board is more powerful than the unmodified one, the

implemenøtion ¡esults show that it still lacks the required power to achieve the initial goal for a
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practical IGPS. A more powefful hardware platform is needed for developing a practical integrated

generator protection system.

The implementation experience of the frst prototype of IGps provides a good basis in

selecting a new platform, In selecting a new platform for IGpS, the most important thing is to

determine how much computation power is needed for a practical IGPS while keeping the cost at

the same level.

To achieve the initial goal for the first prototype of IGPS requires a hardware platform having

at least four times the computation power as the modified original AMPS board. With this power,

a 32 point FFI on each of the input signals can be performed and all the results can be updated in

less than 1/8 cycle.

The computation power required for FFT calculations is roughly in proportion to the number

ofinput datapoints to be tansformed. That is, a 32 point FFI requires double the computation power

of a 16 point FFT. As the FFT calculation is the most time consuming part among all other

computations, and some other computation, such as the harmonic magnitude calculation, will also

be doubled when a 32 point FFT is used, a doubled computation power is needed so that 32 point

FFIs can be performed on all input signals.

It is obvious that to increase all computation results updating rate from 1/4 cycle to 1/8 cycle,

the computation power must be doubled.

However, a new ha¡dware pladorm for a practical integrated generator proûection system

requires more computation power as outlined above because of the following facts.

One fact is that the number of input signals could be well over 11, which is the number of
input signals used by the first prototype of IGPS. In one generator protection system example

described in [4],a total of 36 in¡iut signals are used. This does not mean th¡ee times the power is

required, because most of the added signals in the above example may not require harmonics

monitoring, thus less time consuming DFT can be used instead of using FFT. while the above

example is an exEeme case, a ñrrther doubling of the power may still be a proper hardware
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requircment for accommodating more input signals into a practical integrated generato¡ protection

system.

Another fact is that in the fust prototype of IGPS, only main protection and some special

protection functions have been implemenæd. There æe many other optional and special protection

fi'¡nctions which also need to be implemented for a practical integrâted generator protection system.

A conservative estimate is that the number of protection and monitoring functions will be double

the number of that implemented in the fhst prototype of IGpS. However, this does not require

doubled computation power for doubled number of protection functions, as protection algorithm

calculations use less time than preprocessing and the computation power required by the protection

function does not increase with the increase of sampling rate.

Besides the protection and monitoring functions, the run-time self-monitoring function is

a must-have function for any practical digital protection system. This function has not been

implemented in the first prototype of IGPS. But the computation power needed by this function

should be considered when selecting a new hardware platform for a practical IGps.

Plus, if network capability is provided to a practical integrated generator protection system,

it also requires some more computation power to handle the data transfer,

Also as an integrated protection system, one of its goals is to solve the problems of existing

protection systems in modifying and adding new fi.rnctions. Itrequkes some computation power ro

be reserved for the future modification and addition of new protection functions.

With all these facto¡s counted, at least another 2.5 times power or moÍe is required on the

top of the quadrupled powerjust discussed. That means at least 10 times the computation power of
the modified original AMPS board is required for apractical integrated generator protection system.

Ifhigh level programming languages, such as c, are to be used for developing apractical IGps, even

more powerful hædware will be required ( at least twice as powerful as the one using Assembly

language, since the program code generated by a high level language compiler is not as efficient as

that written in the Assembly code ).

Il the past ten years, the compuktion power of a single chip cpu or DSp has been doubled

in every 2 - 3 years, while the price for single chip did not increase in proportion to its computâtion
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power but only increased slightly. If this Eend holds, in 3 - 4 years from now ( the original AMps
board was built in 1989 ), a board containing one cpu and one DSp could have 10 times the power

of the modified original AMPS board, and its cost could be expected to be at the same level. At that

time, a practical integrated generator protection system will become a reality.

It is possible to obtain the required computation power now by using parallel processing

techniques, though it will cost more to build such a board and the ha¡dwa¡e as well as the softwa¡e

will be more complicated than a non-parallel processing one. If the cost increase is acceptable, this

could be another option. But this option should be evaluated very carefi.rlly, especially the extra

development efforts involved in it, as the hædwa¡e and softwa¡e structures become more

complicated. This problem needs more studies and will not be further discussed in this thesis.
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9-1 Introduction

The software of a digital protection sysæm typically consists of these programs: main

program including preprocessing, protection and fault recording functions; man-machine interface

program for changing the settings of protection functions, testing and diagnosing the system;

run-time self-monitoring progam; as well as fault record analysis programs.

Among them, main program and man-machine interface program a¡e the core programs

which make the digiøl protection systemhædware work. The main program is presently dominantly

programmed using Assembly language to achieve high efficiency, due to the fast response time

requirement ( in the range of several milliseconds to several tens of milliseconds ) and the limited

computation power of present hardwares. The man-machine interface prog¡âm allows relay

engineers to easily interact with the main progrâm in changing the the settings of protection

functions, testing the system and diagnosing the problems of the system.

The run-time self-monitoring program is a must-have program for any practical digital

protection system, which ensures reliable operations of the system. It is not implemented in the fìrst

prototype of IGPS. Building-up a prototype is mainly to verify the feasibility, especially the

computation power, of the hardware being used. The run-time self-monitoring program runs at the

lowest priority in the background, and uses very little computåtion time. without this program, the

results of the verification would not be greatly affected.

Fault analysis programs, which may range from a very simple fault record print-out program

to a complicated fault waveform display and analysis software, are very importånt for post-fault

analysis and protection systÊm performance evaluation. It is also important for a prototype system,

as it provides a useful tool for debugging programs and facilitaæs the test of the system.

9-2 Overall soft\ilare structure ofthe first prototype ofIGpS
The overall software structure for the first prototype of IGPS is mainly determined by the

hardware structure of the modified original AMPS boa¡d. As there is no on-board man-machine

115
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interface circuit provided for the AMPS boa¡d, its man-machine interface is provided by a serial

communication port which links the board to a PC and a man-machine inærface program which runs

on the PC,

The main program for the first prototype of IGPS consists of two parts: Assembly language

preprocessing program for the NEC 77230 DSP chip, and Assembly language protection and fault

record program for the MC 68000 main CPU chip, The man-machine interface program is

programmed in TURBo PASCAL running under Ms Dos on a PC. The fault record analysis

program is an MS lVindows program writt€n in C using BORLAND C++ 3,1,

Except for the fault record analysis program, which is used independently, the other

programs are interacting with each other while performing their specified tasks. The main tâsks of

these interacting programs and thei¡ relationships are shown in Fig.9.2.1,

1. A"/D control;
2. filter cutoff frequency control;
3. pre-processing;
4. frequency nacking,

Interface program

1. receive and store fault records;
2. change date, time and settings;
3. display fault records.

Main CPU program

1. p¡otection and monitoring
functions;

2. keep fault record;
3. communicate with PC to' send fault records and get

A,/D data and FFT

Fig. 9.2.1 Functions and relationshíps of IGPS programs
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As Fig. 9.2.1 shows, the DSP program contols the A./D conve¡sion and the cutofffrequency

of anti-aliasing filærs, performs pre-processing, such as FFT, sequence component calculation,

etc., on the converted A"/D dat¿ and keeps Facking the system frequency. It stores digitized input

signals' data ( by A"/D conversion ) and the preprocessing results in duaþort RAM for retrieval by

the main CPU program.

The main CPU program performs several important tasks of the IGPS. It reads data from the

dual-port RAM and performs all the required protection and monitoring functions once every 1/4

cycle. It constructs the fault record when there is a fault forpost-fault analysis and the performance

evaluation of theIGPS.It also communicates with the PC to send fault ¡ecord s and receive protection

function settings.

The man-machine interface program on the PC has two main tasks. It provides the interface

for changing the settings of protection functions as well as the date and time of the AMpS board.

It also receives fault records from the AMPS boa¡d and stores them to the disks for later post-fault

analysis and sysæm performance evaluation.

As has been described in the previous chapter, to be able to accomplish major protection

functions, the frst prototype of IGPS uses a 16 poinlcycle sampling rate, performs a 16 point FFT

on each of 11 input signals and updates all results in every l/4 cycle,

9-3 Main preprocessing and relay programs

The main preprocessing and protection program, as mentioned above, consists of two

programs. One is the preprocessing program running on the DSP and the other one is the protection

function program running on the main cPU, Both programs are programmed in the Assembly

language to achieve the highest efficiency.

Major efforts were made to optimize these hpo progams, paficulæly the DSp program.

lVithout the optimization, it would be impossible for them to accomplish their øsks on the modified

AMPS hardware.
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9-!1 Assembly language preprocessing program for the NEC 77230 DSp

This program performs the most time consuming preprocessing computations for the first
prototype of IGPS. The main tasks of this program are contolling input signal sampling and A,/D

conversion, preprocessing and frequency Eacking.

It conEols the sampling and A.rD conversion of all 14 input signals ( the terminal three phase

currents have dual ranges to accommodate wide dynamic range requirement ), The sampling rate

is 16 poinVcycle. After the A"/D conversion, the dual-ranged terminal curents were autoscaled to

become one scale thus reducing the number of the input signals to 1 l.

A 16 point FFf was conducted on each of the 11 input signals. The results of the FFT are

used to calculate the magnitudes of fundamental and harmonic components, sequence components,

active and leactive powers, as well as impedances. All preprocessing resuits are converted from the

floating-point format to the fixed-point format before they are stored in the dual-port RAM fo¡
passing to the main CPU. The float-to-fix conversion is necessary as MC 68000 can handle only

fixed point data' Also the float-to-fix conversion is more efficient in DSP ( one instruction ) than

in main CPU which needs a subroutine to do the same job.

Once every system cycle, the frequency fracking subroutine was called to synchronize the

sampling frequency with the system frequency, so that exact 16 poinvcycle sampling rate can be

maintained.

As mentioned before, all these preprocessing calculations should be done within l/4 cycle

with the maximum system frequency up to 90 Hz. Atgo Hz, the maximum time available for all
preprocessing calculations including sampling and A"/D conversion of 14 input signals in 1/4 cycle

is only 2.78 ms. With 150 ns execution time per instruction, a total of 18533 instructions could be

executed in this time period.

Though the NEC 77230 is very powerful, and using a programmable NEC 77230 further

increæed its power, the program will still have difficulties to finish all the calculations in 114 cycle

at 90 Hz if the softwa¡e is not optimized. several programming and algorithm optimization

techniques were used which make the program able to run prop erly atg0Hzsystem frequency.

8
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(1) Use of A/D conversion time. The A./D conversion time of the 4D574 chip used on the

AMPS board is 12 ¡.ts. In 12 ¡rs, 80 instructions can be executed in the DSP. Selecting input signal

channel, starting.A"/D conversion and reading back converted data use only an average of 10

instructions/channel. If pooling method is used, mor e than 80Vo ( 70/80 ) of the time will be wasted

in waiting for converted data to become ready.

ln the first prototype of IGPS, the inæm:pt method is used. using the inæmrpt method, the

program reads converæd data and starts conversion ofthe next channel only when an intemrpt signal

indicating "converted data ready" is received, so that no time will be wasted in waiting. Adding the

overhead of intemtpt handling, an average of 30 instructionVchannel is needed every time the

interrupt subroutine is called, To be able to use the intemrpt method, a small circuit was added to

the original AMPS hædware to change the non-maskable intemtpt input to a maskable one, which

has been described in the previous chapter.

The time saved is significant. with 4 samples taken in every ll4 cycle on 14 input signals,

4x 14x ( 80 - 30 ) - 2800 more insructions can be executed nthe2,78 ms period, which is about

15Vo ( 2800118533 ) improvement at 90 Hz system operating frequency.

(2) Maximize the use of intemal RAM. For the DSp NEC 77230, reading/writing data

from/to external RAM ( i.e. dual port RAM ) will take 4 to 5 instruction times compared to one

instruction time required for reading/writing data froÍ/to intemal RAM of the DSp. In IGps, some

intermediate preprocessing results ( such as FFr vectors ), which are used by some later

preprocessing calculations ( such as powers, impedances eûc. ), are also used by the protection

fr¡nctions of the main CPU directly. If these results a¡e stored in dual-port RAM after they are

obtained, then the later preprocessing calculations would have to retrieve them from the dual-port

RAM, which is very time consurning.

similar efforts were made in programming DSP subroutines. As long as intemal RAM space

is available, the intermediate resúlts which are required both by main CPU and the later calculations

a¡e stored into internal RAM at the sarne time when they are stored into dual-port RAM. No extra

time is needed by doing so as the DSP can perform both storing operations in parallel. Applying the

above technique speeds up the subroutine's execution considerably by saving the time in reading

119
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back intermediate data from the extemal RAM. This technique results in about another 10Zo

improvement,

(3) Perform two input signals' FFT in one FFI calculation. The FFT calculation on all 11

signals is one of the most time consuming parts of this program. An optimization technique

described in section 3.6 is used in the fhst prototype of IGPS. It fully uses the properties of an FFT

when it is applied to pure real data set or pure imaginary data set. With this technique implemented,

two signals' FFT results can be obtained by only performing one FFI calculation.

When the above method is utilized, the calculation of 11 FFTs is reduced to 6 FFTs plus the

conversion processes which only involve additior/subtaction operations. The improvement is

significant, For a 16 points FFT, the time used by the above method is 157¿ less than that of the two

direct FFT's. For the 32 point FFT, it uses 30Zo less time.

with all the above optimization, the DSp program can perform not only its main control

functions and FFI calculations, but also some further calculations such as impedances and sequence

components, which were originally assigned to the MC 6g000 program.

9-3-2 Assembly language 68000 relay program

The 68000program has three major tasks: reading data from dual-portRAM and performing

desired protection and monitoring functions of IGPS;keeping fau lt records and communicating with

the PC to send fault records and get date, time and settings.

The structure of the 68000 p¡ogram is more complicated than that of the DSp program. It
fully uses its powerful multiple interrupts handling system to make it perform all three tasks more

efficiently.

The main program loop, which has the lowest priority, constântly checks its receiver buffer

and hansmitter buffer to see ifthere is any commandreceived from the PC or there is any faultrecord

waiting to be transmitted to thé Pc. \vhen it finds a predefined command, it will jump to the

appropriate subroutine to perform the conesponding task, such æ receiving new date and time, or

receiving new settings of protection frrnctions, Or it will send the fault record to the pC if it finds

one,
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All the dat¿ received from the PC and the data sent to the PC a¡e first put into receiver buffer

and ransmitte¡ buffer respectively. The communication subroutines, which a¡e intemtpt driven,

perform the actual Eansformation, The intem:pt signals ofthese sub¡outines are assigned the highest

priority level to ensure that no singie byæ will be missing during the transferring.

The data reading and protection functions subroutine was started by an inæmlpt signal from

the DSP. Each time the DSP has finished one preprocessing process, it will send a "data ready "
signal to intem:pt the main CPU. Upon receiving the interrupt request, the main CPU fi¡streads dat¿

from the dual-port RAM and puts these data into its own RAM, then performs all protection and

monitoring functions. The priority level of this inæmrpt is higher than the main program loop but

lower than the communication inæmrpts.

The data reading part supplies data both for constructing the fault records and for

comparisons with the settings of the protection and monitoring functions.

A multiple circular buffer structure was used in this program for fault recording. The fault

record buffers can hold up to two fault records in the data RAM at the sarne time. This allows the

CPU to consruct another fault reco¡d while it is in the process of tansmitting a previously

constructed one. At any time, only one buffer is "active" for the CPU to construct a fault record.

When there is no fault, every time the data reading and protection function subroutine was executed,

the oldest data in the active buffer will be replaced by the newest data. ff a fault occurs or a ,,T,' (

Test ) command is received, the subroutine will continue to store fault data into the buffer until a

complete fault record is constructed with the specified lengths ofpre-fault and post-fault datâ. Then

the mai¡ CPU will switch to another circula¡ buffer and leave this buffer for fault record Eansfer.

The protection and monitoring function part will start to work aft€r the data reading.

cunently, seven main protection'and monitoring functions, which are described in chapter2, as well

as the harmonics monitoring and the self-excitation protection function, are implemented in the first
prototype of IGPS. The implementation details, though important, are omitted here as they are less

related to this research's objectives,
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9-3-3 Fault record structure

The cunent design of fault record structure for the f,rst prototype of IGPS aimed for easy

fault ¡eco¡d construction as well as the post-fault analysis and its system performance evaluation.

A faultrecord contains digitized input signals, time and daæ when the faultrecord was taken

and the protection operating status just as the fault record functions in other digital relays. It also

includes two more data types.

Some inærmediate and final computation results are included in the IGPS faultrecord. These

data are included mainly for system performance evaluation and program debugging purposes. It
has been found that this information is very useful in finding programming misøkes and some

hard-to-fi¡d run-time bugs, as some software bugs only occur under certain conditions and thus

are very difficult to find by examining the program.

The proüection settings at the time when a fault occurs are also included into the fault record.

This is an important feature as protection settings may change from time to time, especially during

the prototlpe tests where the settings could be changed constantly for different test cases.

The structure of the fault record for the frst prototype of IGps is shown in the Fig.9.3.3.1.

AII data are stored in binary format and each fault reco¡d has a size about 32 kB,

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

ssss ssss ssss ssss

date time

ì( input signals, inærmediate and final preprocessing results,
fl' protection function operating status

)

+ protection system setting at the time of fault

+ time and date when fault occurs

Fig. 9.3,3,1 Fault record structure of the first prototype of IGpS

The present fault record in the first prototype of IGPS consists of 2 pre-fault cycles and 14

post-fault cycles. The length of fault record can be increased to total 64 cycles if only input signals
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and protection opelating status are recorded. This is because the intermediate and final

preprocessing results can be removed from the fault record after the sysæm debugging and æsting

are finished.

9-4 Man-machine interface program

The man-machine interface program which interfaces operators \4'ith the AMPS board is a

PASCAL program run under the MS DOS operating system on a PC. It allows the operator to check

and change the settings of protection and monitoring frrnctions on the AMPS boa¡d, and also allows

the operator to set the date and time of the AMPS board. It automatically receives the fault records

from the AMPS board and stores them permanently on the PC's hard disk forpost-fault analysis and

performance evaluation of the protection systems.

The design of this program aimed to provide a basic and easy-to-use man-machi¡e

interface' The program uses a multi-level menulriven structure. The use of a multi-level menu

is due to the fact that the protection function settings adjustment involves multipte protection

functions and a sub-menu is needed to select the protection fr¡nction whose settings need to be

adjusted.

when the program is started, it always displays the main menu. under this menu, four

commands can be chosen. The four commands are "c" for "send pc,s date and time to AMps
board"' "s" for "change settings and send them to AMps board", "T" for ,,test AMps board,'

and " Q" for "quit the program". The totål number of fault records received by the program since

it started running is also displayed at the upper left comer of the screen.

under the main menu, when the "c" command is issued, the cunent pc,s date and time will
be sent to the boæd to update the date and time on the boæd. If the ,,T" command is issued, the

AMPS boæd is asked to send back a testing fault record to see if the board is fr..rnctioning properly.

If the "Q" command is issued, the program immediately ærminates its execution and exits to DOS.

when the "s" command is issued, a "setting adjustnent sub-menu " will pop up to display

all the protection and monitoring functions implemented in the ffust prototype of the IGpS as shown

in Fig. 9,4.1.
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Setting Adjustment Sub-menu
( For Changing Integrated Generator Protection's Settings )

(0) Differential Current Prorection ( Proportional )
(1) Differential Cunent hoæction ( Scalar Product )
(2) Cunent Unbalance hotection
(3) Loss--of-Excitation Protection (Znne L )
(4) Loss-of-Excitation hoæction ( Znne 2 )
(5) Motoring Condition Detection
(6) Inverse-time Delay Over-Voltage Protection
(7) Inverse-time Delay Over-Cunent Protection
(8) 100Vo Stator-Cround Fault Protection-I ( Zero Sequence )
(9) l00%o Stator-Ground Fault Protection-tr ( Third Harmonics )
(A) Self-+xcitation protection
(B) Harmonics monitoring
(Q) Exit to main menu

Enter your choice:

F i g. 9.4. I S etting adj us trne nt s ub-menu s cre e n

From the "setting adjustment sub-menu", any protection function, for which the settings

need to be checked or changed, can be selected by typing in the number or letter of that function

displayed on the screen. If the "Q" key is pressed, the program will send the changed settings to

the AMPS board before itretums to the main menu. When aprotection function is selected, a setting

adjusÍnent screen conesponding to this protection function will pop up so that the current settings

of this protection function could be viewed and changed, A typical setting adjustnent menu, which

corresponds to loss-of-+xcitation protection, is shown nFig,9,4.2.

The setting adjustment screens for all protection functions have somethings in common, One

is that other than displaying the name of the protection function, the criterion or algorithm used by

this function is also displayed. This eliminates the need to memorize the criterion or algorithm used

by this function. And the meaning of the displayed settings can immediately be understood by the

operators or relay engineers. Also every time a new setting is typed in, the program asks for

confirmation so that type-in mistakes can be conected immediately.
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3. l,oss-of-Excitation hotection (7_one 1 )

Criterion: tUZ-Xt l<lRl ll > T_21

Function = ON ; ON/OFF <-> Function Enabled/Disabled

Cunent Settings:

Xl -nnn.rnm ( ohm); Zone l center

New setting - xxx.yy <- Please confirm! (C)onect or (W)rong

Rl - nnn,mm (ohm); Zone l radius

T_21 - nnn.mm ( ms ) ;Zone 1 time delay

<Space> - Toggle Function ON/OFF N = Next serting E - Exit to Sub_Menu

Fig, 9.4,2 þpical settíng adjushnent screen

Besides providing the man-machine interface, the program also performs another important

task of receiving and storing fault records generated by the AMpS boa¡d.

while in "command waiting" state under main menu or in setting a justment sub-menu, the

man-machine interface program also periodically checks the communication input buffer to see if
there is any request from the AMPS board asking for fault record fransfer. If there is one, a fault
record transfer process will be started to Eansfer the fault record from AMpS board to the fault
record buffer of this program. After receiving a complete fault record, it will be written to the pg's

hæd disk and returns to the normal "command waiting" state. The numbe¡ which indicates how
many fault records have been received since the program started its run, is also updated to reflect
that a new record has been received,

9-5 Fault records display program

The fault record display program is an important tool for post-fault analysis and protection

system performance evaluation. A fault record display program for an integrated proûection sysæm
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requires more sophisticated features than a nonnal faultrecord displayprogram for a single function

protection scheme.

A¡ MS rùr'indows program written in C was developed for displaying multiple waveforms

of fault records generated by the fìrst prototype of IGps, The program is aimed to provide a basic

tool for viewing the fault records. Besides the normal fault record displaying functions in other

waveform displaying pro$ams, the program implemented some usefi.¡l features for an integrated

protection system.

(1) The ability to select and display two fault records at the same time. Most fault record display

programs display only one fault record at a time. But for post-fault analysis, it will be very

helpful if two fault records can be displayed at the same time and compared side by side, so

that two different cases having slight differences can be compared.

(2) Tlvo different waveform selection options. An integrated p¡otection system stores all input

signals which are obtained from the protected equipment and all implemented protection

functions operating sktus in its fault records. It is very difficult and usually unnecessary to

display all these signals and status at the same time in one screen. The program offers two

different waveform selection options.

One waveform selection option is waveform-based. A dialog box is provided for this

option, It lists all waveforms which can be displayed, including protection function

characteristics and operating status, name by name. Any desired waveform to be displayed

could be checked in this dialog box. Only those waveforms selected will be displayed when

fault records are selected. This is a normal option similar to some other fault record display

programs.

Another waveform selection option is the protection-function-based one. This is a

prefened option for an integrated protection sysæm. when this option is selected, one can

select all waveforms related to one protection function ( includes input signals, protection

characteristics and operating stâtus ) by just selecting the name of that protection function.

This greatly simplifies the waveform selection process when there is only one or two
protection functions of interest,
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To best suit the requirement of displaying fault reco¡ds for integrated protection systems,

some other features, such as waveform cut-and-paste, waveform analysis capability, were

originally planned to be included. These features are equally importànt for a practical integrated

protection system. Howeve¡ due to the time limitation these features have not yet been

implemented,
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF IGPS

10-1 Achievements and conclusions

The work completed in this research has achieved its original goals, The special generator

prot€ction problems related to generating stations connected to DC lines have been studied and their

solutions provided. The first prototype of an inte$ated generator protection system has been

developed and some imp ortant resu ls regarding its feasibility obtained. The main achievements and

contributions of this research can be summarized as follows:

(1) Three special generator protection problems related to generating stâtions connected to DC

lines have been thoroughly studied, and the solutions to these problems have been provided.

These problems æe studied with the focus of providing proper protections and easily

integrating these protections into an integrated generator protection system.

(2) h addition to the "specftal leakage" problem ofan FFT in accurate harmonic measurement

caused by asynchronous sampling, this research has further discussed the problem of
"sampling window moving effect" ofan FFr caused also by asynchronous sampling. This,

to the author's knowledge, has not been discussed previously in the literature.

(3) An efficient technique of implementing the FFT for real dat¿ series has been studied. It has

been successfully applied to the implementation ofan FFI subroutine for the first prototype

of IGPS.

(4) A fæt ÅcUÂt frequency tacking algorithm has been studied and implemented successfully

in the first prototype ofIGPS. The algorithm can Íack system frequency change very quickly

in a wide system operating frequency range from 45 Hz fo 90 Hz with a higher raæ of
frequency change that is not covered by most of the frequency measuring and tracking

algorithms seen in the literature. The power series expansion technique is used in the

implemenøtion of this algorithrn, which intoduces little error but greatly improves its

computation speed when implemented on a DSp.
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(5) Several aspects of the self-excitation problems in such a generating stâtion are thoroughly

studied and this is the major contribution of this study to the problem area. In this research,

the difference between immediate and non-immediate self--excitations, the generator

operating consraints as affected by the self-+xcitation protection considerations, the

conditions underwhich a generator loss-of--excitation protection may misoperate, generator

dynamic frequency changing characteristics after a load rejection and finally, some

problems related to the application of a commonly suggested "low fîeld cunent +

overvoltage relay" self-excitation protection system a¡e for the flrst time analyzed. Several

important results were obtained, A predictive self-+xcitation protection system is also

developed based on these results,

(6) several coÍrmon problems related to inægraæd protection systems have been analyzed.

Besides the obvious economic advantages of an integrated system over a non-integrated

one, the reliabilities of both systems æe compæed taking into account the consideration of
several common practices of utilities. The other advantages of inægraæd systems over

non-integrated ones æe analyzed, and the basic requirements for an integrated system are

discussed. The reliability comparison between the two systems, and the discussion of some

advantages of an integrated system have not been seen previously in the literature.

(7) All desired main and special protection and monitoring functions have been successfully

implemented into the ftst prototype of IGPS, except for the harmonics monitoring function.

The number of harmonics which can be monitored has been reduced from DC - 15th to Dc

- 7th due to the reduction of sampling rate from 32 pointlcycle to 16 poinlcycle. The

reduction of the sampling rate is the result of the original AMpS ha¡dware limit.

(8) A requirement of at least 10 times more computâtion power of the modified original AMps
boæd for implementing a practical inægraæd generator protection system has been

identified, based on the experience obtained in the development of the frst prototype of

IGPS and ca¡eful considerations of a practical integraæd generator protection system's

requirement.

Based on the work compleæd in this research, several conclusions ca¡r be stated as follows;
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(1) An inægraæd protection system provides a cost-+fficient solution for solving the problems

of existing protection systems in modifying and./or adding new functions. when such a

system is installed as a new system, no ha¡dwa¡e change will be required for protection

function modification and new ñrnctions addition. This system can also provide an

economical replacement option for the existing system due to its low cost,

(2) A generator protection system using integrated sub-syslems has higher security ancl

availability than using non-integrated sub-systems, Its dependability can be enhanced by

the use ofa common one-out-of-two system structure. The reliability level ofan integrated

protection system can be further increased by adopting a two-out-of-three system structure

and other reliability enhancement measures, such as dual input circuits structure.

(3) Integrated protection systems are also advantageous over non-integrated systems in other

areas, such as better fault record function, high level resources sharing, ease of implementing

more complicated protection functions, etc. Thus one of the main conclusions of this

reseæch is that integrated protection systems should be the main direction ofnext generation

protection systems development.

(4) It is feasible in the next 3 - 4 years to implement a low-cost yet powerful inægrated digital
generator protection system having the required computåtion power by using

state--of-the-art computer technology,

(5) The three special generator protection and monitoring problems of a generating station

connected to DC lines can be solved cost--efficiently by utilizing integrated generator

protection systems.

(6) The self--excitations in such a generâting station could be prevented either by restricting the

generators' operation to be within their self-excitation operating consfraints, or by insblling
a filær-tripping self-cxcitation protection system.

(7) The predictive self--excitation protrection system developed in this research can overcome

major problems of the commonly suggested "low field cu,,ent + overvoltage relay,, system.

It also can be easily integrated into an integrated generator protection system.

r30
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l0-2 Suggestions for further research and development of IGpS

The work completed in this reseæch has accomplished its original goals. There a¡e several

areas the author would like to suggest for further studies. These areas are all very impofant for the

development and application ofa practical IGPS and solving the special protection problems related

to generators connected to DC lines. These areas are as follows:

(7) Development of ø practícal integrated generatü protection system. Tttis is the direct

continuation of the development of the fust prototype ofIGps. Any new computer platform

with acceptable cost, as well as having at least l0 times more computation power than that

of the modified original AMPS boæd, can be considered. But this time, the system sfucture,

netwo¡k capability, high level programming language support and some other imporønt

issues should also be considered. The new development is aimed to provide a practical

integrated proæction system for large generators. Itnot only can solve the commonproblems

in modifying and/or adding new functions to existing systems, but also intends to realize all

the advantåges of an integrated protection system.

(2) Further studies ín self-excitation protection for generators connected to DC lines. T1¡e

self-excitation protection studies conducted in this resea¡ch use a one-machine model

system in most of the simulations. This is primæily due to the limitations of using the

ElecEomagnetic Transient simulation program psCAD/EMTDC in simulating

self-excitation problems on the present SUN workstâtions. A self-excit¿tion after a load

rejection is a long dynamic electro-mechanical process. To obtain a stable excitation system

response in the presence of non-harmonic oscillations caused by the load rejections, the

self-excit¿tion simuiations have to use very short time stêps. Both make each simulation

case run on the current suN workstations a painftlly long process, even when a simple

one-machine system is modelled. The study of self-excitation proæction with a full system

representation is prefened if it does not take too much time for simulating one case. Though

most of the results could be expected to be in close agreement with the current studies, some

practical issues, such as how small differences between generators will affect the accuracy

of self-excit¿tion prediction, can only be investigated by using a full system representation.

using digiøl simulations to srudy self--excitation problems probably is the only choice, as

13t
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the problem is difficult to study on an analog simulator and conducting fietd tests is almost

impossible.

(3) Further retiabitity sndies for integrated protecl¡on systems.The reliability comparison

made i¡ this research between integrated and non-integrated proüection systems is not a ñ¡ll

range comparison on a strict quantitative basis. As the reliability of protection systems is a

major concem of utilities, it is better to have the reliability of integrated protection systems

firrther studied in another resea¡ch. The possible topics could be to compare both systems

using actual statistical data to calculate the dependability and security level of several

commonly used system structures and to study measures in enhancing the reliability ofan

integrated protection system. These studies should also take into account several practical

factors, which have been pointed out in this research.

(4) Developing a digital generator model for generator intemnl fault tests. To test a generator

proÛection system under actual intemal fault conditions is still close to impossible nowadays,

though the generator protecting system can b€ tested under close to real situations for

extemal faults and abnormal conditions caused by extemal faults, load unbalance and other

abnormal conditions on some analog or digital simulators. The difficulty is caused by the

fact that any internal fault not only has electrical impacts on the generato¡ but also has

magnetic impacts on the generator field which is machine dependent. one example is the

intertum fault. The shorted turns not only directly reduces the EMF of this phase, but also

interact with the generator rotating field thus affecting other phases. A digital generator

model, which can model actual genetator sructure and produce close to real fault currents

and voltages for all internal faults at the measurable points of a generator, will make the

off-line or even real-time tests of generator protection systems become possible. It will also

facilit¿te many other studies, such as investigating the adequacy of generator protection

algorithms presently used, developing new generator protection algorithms as well as some

othe¡ studies which may emerge when such a model is available.
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